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Kurt Hentschlager. Feed: Visible Space Collapse
Marco Mancuso

replicated many times all over the
world up to its arrival, a short time
ago, to the Sonar festival in Barcelona
, Feed is the artistic and research
project effectively enclosing the
whole of the path, ideas, theories of
one of the pioneers of the aesthetic
and sensorial research on the
relationships intercurring between
sound and images.
Feed, an audiovisual performance on
sensorial, spatialized, electronic
experimentation produced by austrin
artist Kurt Hentschlager ( for the ones
that don’t know him, he, together
with Ulf Langheinrich, is one of the
two souls of Granular Synthesis) is, at
this time, a project that is unique in its
genre, outside of the aesthetic and
technical languages currently spoken
in the contemporary world of
performances and multimedia
installations. There’s really nothing to
discuss: opinions are in total
accordance among audience and
critics.

Feed is, in todays panorama, the
artistic project that can represent a
“reference model” and a “change in
direction” of a whole scene, the
multimedia audio-visual art scene. A
scene that has not yet developed the
potential offered by human
interaction, and that can start to
investigate,
through
Kurt
Hentschlager’s project, on the
physical-sensorial-perceptive
relationships that artists can create
between the work of art and the
audience. Because Feed is an artistic
project offered in the form of a live
performance playing on the loss of
the usual physicl-spatial coordinates,
on the continuous sollicitation of the
retina and on the direct relation that it
bears to specific areas of the human

Whoever was able to “experience”
Feed (experience: this is its main
significance) truly knows what I’m
talking about. Designed for the
Biennale di Teatro di Venezia in 2005,
passed through Netmage in 2006 and

brain, on the multisensorial,
synesthetic approach to sound and
3

2D/3D
patterns
that
are
autonomously created by any single
object present in the performance, on
the physical-sensorial immersivity and
on the resulting emotional
stimulation, deriving from direct
experience and by the direct
establishment of a correspondence
between our body and technology.

stroboscopic lights will wrap the
space beside you with a blinding,
flashing white light, nd beautiful 2D
and 3D patterns will appear in front of
you without the slightest effort. From
then on it will be we and
astonishment, for more that 20 (really
too short) minutes…
Marco Mancuso: Would you like to tell
me the concept behind Feed project?
We discussed in Montreal about the
relationship between sound, light,
audience physical perception, loose of
tridimensional space. And we spoke
about the way of relationship and
signal neural trasmission beetween
our retina and images in specific areas
of our brain….
Kurt Hentschlager: Its probably fair to
say, that Feed covers in one piece all
the subject matter that aesthetically
and psychologically has interested me
over time. Its at once a summary of
my long term research into immersion
and audiovisual composition, both in
terms of installation and performance,
as well as an outlook of where I’d like
to venture from here.

.

In the end, Feed “simply” is an
experience to be had, to be lived, to
be used to be able to allow ourselves
to be astonished by our own reactions
when faced with precise stimuli. I had
the chance of directly talking to Kurt
Hentschlager in occasion of the
Elektra festival in Montreal, and many
were the questions that, inevitably,
rose after the performance. Sit down,
relax, wait until the digital sound rises
in volume, and when smoke starts to
rapidly fill the room, until you can’t
see anything, just relax, let yourselves
go to the loss of any threedimensional perception of teh space
surrounding you, and look around: the

The piece has 2 parts, seemingly the
opposite of each other, the first one
being classically frontal, a cinematic
experience in the widest of senses,
non narrative (or barely so), displaying
a kind of sinister ballet of convulsing
and sounding 3D bodies. The second
part then is the moment when the
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perception of space, and for that
matter the classical cinematic set,
vanishes in an instant, wiped out by a
massive injection of artificial fog. The
video projection is replaced by
stroboscopic flicker and pulse lights,
creating an impression of complete
immersion, a collapse of visible space
and a familiar sense of perception. .

always find this to be one of the major
frustrations,
the
need
for
documentation of ephemeral and for
that matter physical events,
something that should be
experienced by putting one self right
into the event, but for many, e.g.
historical, reasons is documented and
in the form of its documentation
becomes something very different. So
the second part of Feed is not
documentable, because the visual
impression unfolding is rendered in
the brain, its not really seen, even
though one seems to “see” it. Or
rather, what’s actually seen through
the eye and fed into the visual cortex
is straight and “flat” high contrast
flicker while the psychedelic 2D/3D
patterns and whatever else individual
members of the audience believe to
be “seeing” is visualized inside our
brain.

.

While the sound-scape of the first
part is mostly emanating from the
motions of the 3D characters on
screen, in the second part it originates
from the lights, from acoustic and
solar pick ups channeled through a
chain of effects and feedback. I try to
create an equivalent in sound to the
sublime quality of the tripping
interferences phenomena in the
second part.
Its hard to describe what one actually
sees in the strobo-fog part, it also
differs from person to person and it
certainly can’t be documented with a
video camera. I love that because I

.

According to my research – which by
no means is exhaustive – what
happens is a clash between the
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internal brain refresh cycle (of the
visual processing parts of the brain)
and the external flicker cycles of the
stroboscopes. Once the fog part is
under way, the strobes fade in at
about 8hz, from there, until the end of
the piece, they go up to a maximum
of about 25hz. Normally, at the
beginning of the fog part, people in
the audience will, in terms of brain
refresh cycles, have arrived in an alpha
state, their brain, or more specifically
their visual cortex, individually
refreshing in between 8-13hz. Now
two things seem to happen, A)
Generally, stroboscopic flicker in a
range between 8-13Hz appears to
break down some of the physiological
barriers between different regions of
the brain and B) The (external) flicker
rates of the strobes interfere with the
(internal) brain refresh rates of the
visual cortex resulting in actual
interference patterns. These 2D/3D
psychedelic patterns, experienced in
such an environment, are differing
from individual to individual
depending on the respective personal
brain refresh rate and other factors
linked to imaginative and other
predispositions.

temporarily subdue and reignite the
impression. Feed uses two
independent sections of strobes,
which, when set to differing
frequencies,
are
creating
interferences on their own, all of
which is constantly “frustrating” the
brain’s attempt to properly “see” and
thus constantly animating the brain to
ever new interpretations of the reality
at hand.
Generally the brighter the flicker and
the more filling one’s entire field of
view, the more instantly the patterns
emerge. This relies for the most part
on the very dense fog, which erases
any idea of physical space, depth of
space and resets one’s sense of
orientation. The fog really brings the
flicker to the plane of the retina,
allowing no distance or escape from
it, the eye is reduced to a basic
brightness-, contrast- and color
sensor, all the perceived patterns then
being “invented” in brain.

The intensity of the patterns changes
according to increase / decrease in
light intensity of the strobes-, the
flicker frequency and flash duration –
all of which I am actually improvising
with in the show. It also changes with
the intersected pulse lights, which

.
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Marco Mancuso: When and how do
you decide to start working on Feed?
Of course, is a step of your wide
research on audiovisual synesthesia
and immersivity with new electronic
artforms you started with Granular
Synthesis. In the same time, it seems
to be a step over, something on the
border between the emotive and the
physical experience.

eventually found the right moment to
get to it. Ordered a fog machine,
hooked up my existing strobes and
started working, most of it empirical
in nature in my studio. I was quite
thrilled from the beginning, to see
that my imagination was surpassed by
the early results. From there, through
a series of tests and sequences, I
started building a vocabulary, which I
continue expanding upon. I feel this is
still very much in progress and will
become a bigger body of work.

Kurt Hentschlager: I experimented
with flicker in my video and sound
work with for about 6 years in an
attempt to at least somewhat lifting
video off the flat screen and have it
visually reverberating in space. The
element of light in video becomes
equally prominent when using flicker,
but still the inherent flatness of
projected video remained a source of
frustration.

Feed was a creation for the Theater
Biennial in Venice in 2005 and fittingly
it does stage “humans”, well
humanoid 3D puppets, in its first part.
Even in that first part its all about the
void and I mean it less in terms of the
bodies inhabiting what could be
interpreted as dark interstellar space,
but more in the sense of their
complete isolation. They appear to be
a group, but they neither can see each
other, nor vaguely are aware of each
other, their bodies going through
each other as if all of them were
ghosts. So the second part of Feed in
a way does reflect this virtual setup of
the first part in the physical audience
space. Wherein the physical space
collapses to a void, kind of turns
outside > in. And its not even scary…
but rather contemplative.

The idea to work with fog and strobes
goes back to a couple of intense
experiences in fog, both up in the
mountains, where walking into a bank
of clouds on an otherwise sunny day
leads one into this evenly lit serene
moment of peace and beauty, but
also finding myself in a hard core
techno club in Brussels sometime in
the early nineties, which was just
packed with fog. Like ever and so
often with ideas, I carried this one
around for a few years before I
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nevertheless disturbing for anybody
experiencing them. A few such
incidents have occurred in Feed
shows and so a modus operandi has
been
established
providing
information and warning for the
audience, guides inside and outside
the performance space, first aid team
etc.
There is a perfect introduction on the
topic in a book called “Chapel of the
Extreme Experience – A short history
of Stroboscopic Flicker and the Dream
Machine” by John Geiger, Soft Skull
Press. it looks at the scientific flicker
findings from the 1950-70ies from an
art perspective in reference to
beatnik, psychedelic culture and
flicker film, highly recommend it.
Another one I like is “A brief tour of
human consciousness” by V.S.
Ramachandran, Pi Press. This one
looks at how the brain can create
illusions and delusions, synesthesia
and its relation to metaphor and art,
by analyzing and locating processes in
the brain by studying defects in the
perception of neurological patients.

.

Marco Mancuso: In Montreal, you told
that you worked with scientists and
neuro-psychiatrists, to understand
which are the effects of strobo-lights,
smog and sounds on our perception.
You told me that you studied a lot,
you browse the internet, you read
many books. Could you tell me which
were the references of your work, and
how was to work with these scientists
and psychitrists?
Kurt Hentschlager: Actually I haven’t
worked with neurologists yet, but
obviously done quite a bit of reading
in an effort to understand the process
inside the human brain and also the
very possible side effects on some
people, especially in regard to what is
called photo sensitive epilepsy. For
photosensitive people, flicker can
induce effects ranging from nausea to
short term unconsciousness &
memory loss and seizures. So these
are serious side effects albeit for a
very select few people. They are of a
benign nature and ephemeral but
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emerged within the software video
sampler that Ulf and I developed in
1997, I went back and looked at some
of those films again. Paul Sharits work
thankfully had a kind of a revival in the
beginning of this decade.

.

Marco Mancuso: Which are the Feed
hysorical, scientific and art references
from the past? In other words, are
there some other artistic or scientific
projects from the past which inspired
your work?

Also come to think of it, as a young
artist I was seriously intrigued by the
op art work of the hungarian painter
Viktor Vasarely, the work he did in the
80ies, he was considered to be almost
a kitsch artist, or rather he was too
pop, I went to his museum in
Budapest and remember being
mesmerized.

Kurt Hentschlager: I think if anything
then structural film, like Paul Sharits,
Tony Konrad and Peter Kubelka are an
obvious reference. I saw many of
those experimental films back at the
end of the 70ies but really for the
most part forgot about them. Once I
rediscovered flicker as something that
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e.g. in the term “new media art”  first
there is the “new”, then the “media”,
finally at the end comes the “art”. This
is telling. The formal aspect of it
becomes dominant and acts like a
facade in front of an otherwise
inexistent building. There generally
seems to be some confusion in terms
of terminology, a lot of cultural
expression today is labeled as art
while in essence its really design or
applied art. And yes there are blurry
borders but still, its not the same.

.

Marco Mancuso: Finally, I was
speaking in Montreal with Scanner
about the actual need/change of live
electronic performances and
installations, to be not focused on
impressive audiovisual fluxus, but
more on an emotive dialogue with the
audience, on physical immersivity, on
loose of perception, on concepts and
deep messages too. Electronic live art
passed on many changes in the last
years, and now with new tools,
softwares and devices, with a direct
dialogue between art, communication
and commercial, Tv, mobile and
Internet, many people and
professionists become “artists”. What
do you think about this expecially
speaking about Feed?

I look at media as an extension of our
body or better our sensory and
communication organs. Because it’s
that close to us we are connecting to
it on a deeper level, are emotionally
involved and extensively mirroring
ourselves in it. My work is informed by
this relationship, in particular by the
feedback loop within our very core,
being both the creators and
consumers of technology and media.
This interests me for the longest of
time not the least because of the fair
amount of denial and propaganda
surrounding it.

Kurt Hentschlager: I feel pretty much
the same, my fatigue with some of
electronic sound and art is that it
often relies so much on the sensation
of its technological advances that the
“art” part seems to become negligible.
There is a clear hierarchy established

www.hentschlager.info/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photose
nsitive_epilepsy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brain_w
aves
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visual_
perception

al_film
www.fondationvasarely.fr/main.html?
lang=fr

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structur
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Synken: Audiovisual Transformations
Silvia Bianchi

utterance and statement, hanging in
the balance of live and digital support.
Synken is an hybrid project, an audiovisual project that can be represented
as live cinema when performed live,
reproduced on screen in cinemas and
on DVD’s. The difference is surely
minimal, as every audio-visual nonlinear electro project. At the same
time, this formula represent
nowadays one of the most diffused
modality of representation and
distribution, or at least one of those
that arouses the interest of the
productions the most. And this is
surely something good for the audiovisual world, that is often far from the
contemporary art circuit, as well as
from the music business or
cinematographic distribution.

Synken is an experimental project,
imaginative and ambitious, born by
the collaboration of the visual artists
Transforma and the composer O.S.T.
Transforma are Baris Hasselbach, Luke
Bennet and Simon Krahl , a collective
of vj, experimental video-artists and
graphics from Berlin , collaborator of
Apparat and Funkstoerung as well
O.S.T. is Chris Douglas , Californian
musician known because of his
different performances under the
name of Dalglish, Rook Valard and
Rook Vallade . Synken is a vibrating,
evolved trip through mysterious
landscapes where shapes and
abstractions are reverberated inside
fragile soundscapes. Synken is a
unique work, that explores the
borders between vjing, videoart,
graphic and analogical elaboration,
creating an hybrid being between

Synken was born as DVD, in
collaboration with the Berliner label
Shitkatapult of Tim Raumschmire and
the guys of Cimatics Festival from
Brussels. We’re therefore talking
about a support usable at home or
inside a cinematographic context. In
memory of the project by
Modeselektor and Pfadfinderei for the
French label Dalbin , as well as the
beautiful Silent Room signed Skoltz
Kolgen (that Synken remembers for
12

its multiethnic approach), through an
interesting equilibrium between
analogical and digital techniques,
among moments of works during the
set design, film direction and digital
post-production, we can easily say
that something in this sense is going
on, at least inside the high floors.

playing live shows before, who saw
‘SYMÜL’, liked it and suggested to
make an album version of this
collaboration
Silvia Bianchi: How did the idea
behind Synken take place and how
did you developed the narration and
characters of the history?
Transforma: First we spoke about
Synken as an atmosphere that were
interested in creating. Then, Synken
was a loose collection of images and
dreams that we collected over the last
years, combined with sound ideas
from O.S.T. After that, Transforma
wrote a script for a very loose storyline, that combined images, dreams
and ideas into individual characters,
places and actions. This script served
us as a map to navigate through the
scenario and define steady and
variable structures. We used this
technique to create consistency in our
wild mix of ideas, at the same time
allowing enough room for
improvisation. We gave O.S.T. the
script and from that point we were
inspiring each other back and forth

.

We had the opportunity to talk about
this with Transforma, met in Florence
at the Muv Festival, sent by Digicult to
perform live their last Synken project.
Silvia Bianchi: How did the
collaboration between Transforma
and O.S.T. started?
Transforma: We met Chris Douglas
(O.S.T.) in 2001 in Berlin and made the
video ‘SYMÜL’ together (it is as an
extra on the Synken dvd). We had also
been involved with the label
Shitkatapult for a few years creating
visuals for some of their artists and for
their ‘Shitparade’ label parties. It was
actually Sascha Ring (Apparat), from
Shitkatapult, with whom we had been

with samples of our ongoing work.
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.
.

Silvia Bianchi: How did you realized
the audio and video part of the DVD?
Was it the video that generated the
audio or vice versa?

Silvia Bianchi: The scenography used
for Synken are obscure and
mysterious. Where did you find the
inspiration for this history?

Transforma: We were working on
sound and images in parallel
throughout the whole time. Its neither
cutting a film to music nor writing a
score to a film. For us its feels more
like sounds and images come
together and fall apart again and
again over the time. We use
techniques to create moments of
illusion that sounds are generated by
images or the other way round. In
Synken, we used our experience with
rhythm from our previous works in
clubs as VJs. We were used to cutting
images to club sounds that always
rely on ongoing bassdrum impulses,
but O.S.T.s music gave us the
opportunity to work on a more
complex approach to rhythm and
structure, within microscopic parts of
the film as well as on the whole
structure of the film.

Transforma: As mentioned before,
Synken started out as a collection of
ideas, dreams, images and
atmospheres we wanted to
interconnect and recreate in our work.
The basis of Synken are somewhat
nightmarish ideas that we developed
further into the basic story-line. Later
the atmosphere developed from the
locations we chose to film and the
characters that we created. But we
did not plan everything in advance.
We improvised a lot during the whole
process of making the film. Of course
post production, edit and sound play
an equal role in creating the slightly
dark, mysterious atmosphere; even
though parts of the film appear to us
also somewhat humorous. The story,
characters, places and everything else
in Synken is supposed to be open for
the viewers own thoughts and
interpretations. So if there is a place
where the story takes place, it must
be within the viewer.
Silvia Bianchi: The analogical and
organic elements of Synken melt
together with a digital processing.
Which is your relation with the
analogical and digital during the
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audio/video processing?

about the nowadays market for
audiovisual products? How did you
find publishing a work such as
Synken? Considering the public
response, do you think people are
getting more sensitive about those
products?

Transforma: We always liked mixing
different approaches in our works. On
the one hand using generated forms
and graphics, on the other hand
filming build sets or locations. For us
digital techniques (editing, post
producing on the computer, digital
cameras) go hand in hand with
constructing sets, working with
actors, costumes, handcrafted objects
and graphics. It is also a challenge
that leads us to new ideas for images
when we try to inverse production
techniques, trying to manually create
images that would be simple to
render on a computer or the other
way around.

Transforma: To be honest a dvd like
Synken is a special interest work,
within an already special interest field.
We were aware of that but did not let
that compromise our work. We were
thankful that Shitkatapult supported
our project and artistic vision from the
very beginning until the end. The dvd
is the perfect format for a work like
this, but it also helps making people
aware of hybrid artworks like Synken,
that we perform it live at
music/film/media festivals. We are
very happy with the feedback so far
and are even a bit surprised how
accessible Synken is received even by
people who are not so familiar with
experimental visual music films.

www.transforma.de
.

www.synken.com
Silvia Bianchi: What do you think
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Sonarmatica 2007: Media Art And
Fantasmagoria
Francesco Di Orazio

cube of SantaMonica invaded
Barcelona . Perfect background of this
performance is the Black Out Concert
by Tres , a silent concert that where
progressively the different textures of
the everyday soundscape were
disarticulated or switched off till the
point of total absence of perceptive
stimulations.
The everything of FEED and the
nothing of the BlackOut Concert.
Substantially, two mirror forms of the
same thing: the immersion. Though
hyper-stimulation the first, through
sensorial deprivation the second.
Super interesting concept, even
because the undressing of the sound
made by Tres does not start from
music or generated sounds, but from
turning off the environment sounds.
Understanding the richness and
invasive sound of the real default
through its progressive disarticulation,
it is actually the most exciting
moment of the performance. We have
to say that the idea has some flaws,
most of all the presence of the artist
inside the space of the performance,
and some technical aspects that could
preserve and amplify the magic and
efficiency of the performance itself.

If I should pick a house flag for the
multimedia part of the Sonar 2007, I
surely choose FEED by Kurt
Hentschlager , performance
presented for the first time at the
Venice Biennale of 2005 that is
becoming more and more a classic of
the international media art.
Imagine a sort of brain-machine
where the entire body enmeshes the
material of the representation. A
genial realization of the idea of the
immersion, based on an amputation
of the sight and on a total device that
exemplify the best the technological
declination of the sublime as show for
a new nature. It is not a case that his
performances have always been
crowded and that during the days of
the festival a real buzz about the black
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human abilities, in their interaction
with the natural environment and
reality, introducing new levels of
complexity that necessarily must
dissimulate to be used everyday (for
example the researches about the
“natural” interfaces). A need that
produces that sense of magic, the
concealment of the “trick” behind the
technological device. On the other
side, this operation made to
dissimulate and “naturalize” gives
back the enchant to all those things
that science and technology have
progressively sectioned, revealed and
disenchanted. A double movement of
disenchant/re-enchant that produces
charm, mystery and astonishment. As
phantasmagoria, as marvellous visual
effect because inexplicable,
introduced in the post-Renaissance
Occident that was discovering the
wonders of the modern science.
Phantasmagoria in point of fact is the
first inspiration of the Sonarmatica
2007 concept.

.

After that, there were tons of
interesting things to see and the
concept of Sonarmatica 2007 ,
centred on magic and technology
relations, made them unforgettable.
“Post-modernity is the synergy of
archaic and technologic. Turning the
Weberian idea of the technique as
disenchant of the world upside down,
I say that nowadays technique is the
re-enchant of the world”. Maffesoli
statement is the perfect counter alter
of the Arthur C. Clark one, “Every
sufficiently advanced technology is
indistinguishable from magic”, that
inspired the curator of the
Sonarmatica 2007. They both
synthesize the double souls of Et Voilà
concept.
There actually are two different points
of view to read the relation between
magic and technology, or if you want
the magical nature of technologies.
On one side the technology as
artificial instrument improves the

.
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A genial and absolutely guessed
concept, that centers a central aspect
of our relationship with technology,
joined by focus as much guessed as
the “immersion” or the “aural society “,
that clearly describe the way
technology progressively redefined
our natural environment. A
Sonarmatica in which I entrusted
huge expectations, some highly
satisfied, some not.

performances of the 18 th Century
that inspired “Et Voilà” managers.

In front of the huge profusion of the
different multimedia section of Sonar,
that more and more grows every year,
turning harder and harder their
description, I maybe missed the sense
of nervous wonder and enchant of the
world that the show wanted to
represent. Do not misunderstand me,
I saw tons of interesting things, and
the program of the year had the merit
to approach a public bigger than the
media-art one, for example through
the beautiful magic performances of
artists such as Julien Maire, Wizard
Julian/Zachary Lieberman and
Nemonico , that added a live
dimension to Sonarmatica. The stage
area of “Et Voilà” has always been
crowded and a vaster public visited
the dugout of CCCB with enthusiasm.
However, thinking about the
expectations, I must say the concept
of the show has been more exciting
than the realization itself. It missed
the
sense
of
magic/mystery/uneasiness
that
turned into myths some experimental

.

As Jorge Luis Marzo says, one of the
curator of the show, “magic is based
on the idea that the public does not
find out the trick. This is the principal
secret of its success. If the public
would know what’s going on inside
the magician hands or would
understand it during the performance,
the entire show would immediately
end”. Well, it happened that during
the Sonar show, we got the trick, the
magic trick was under our eyes.
I don’t think the limit was in the
selection of the presented works, all
interesting, Shadow Monsters by
Philip Worthington, Tools Life by
minim++, Portray the Silhouette by
Masaki Fujiata, Delicate Boundaries by
Christine Sugrue or AR_Magic System
by Diego Diaz and Clara Boj . All of
them shared a sense of will to stun
and amaze the public because of the
unexpected
and
apparently
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inexplicable consequences of the
human interation with a technological
device. I think the concept was as
genial as ambitious and unrelizable
because the relation we got
nowadays with technology is more
natural than magical, more ordinary
than exceptional, more normal than
marvellous.

.

Nowadays the relation with
technology is clearly different. The
roots are absolutely magic, but we
know have metabolized a level of
complexity with no precedents that
turned in some way the magic into
everyday life (look at how banal a
special effect is now!). the more
advanced and contemporary mass
entertainment key is the aesthetic of
the neo-baroque phantasmagoria, a
sensation of astonishment and doubt
that we’ve been used from the
Modernity thanks to the spectacular
occidental strategy.

Le performance tecnoscientifiche che
avvenivano nei gabinetti di fisica del
diciottesimo secolo erano considerate
alla stregua di performance di magia,
e gli esperimenti scientifici per un
certo
periodo
sono
stati
effettivamente trasformati in veri e
propri spettacoli di magia. Le
tecnologie che venivano utilizzate e le
ipotesi scientifiche che venivano
dimostrate (dall’esistenza del vuoto
alla persistenza dell’immagine ecc.)
avevano un livello di sviluppo
talmente avanzato rispetto al senso
comune del tempo da essere ‘aliene’
al contesto e da non lasciar intendere
minimamente il modo in cui gli
esperimenti-spettacoli funzionavano
effettivamente.

In this sense the installations
presented at the Sonarmatica, even if
complex and interesting, used
technologies and expressive
modalities founded on the screen,
more or less interactive, that we
highly metabolized. Lots of interest,
lots of enthusiasm but less
astonishment and no transcendence
at all! In this sense, I think
Sonarmatica presented interesting
works, opened new windows on no
explored scenes but didn’t reproduce
in the public that sense of
surprise/shock, because technologic
is now natural and no more a
dissonant magic introduced in the
everyday life.
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technology as magic, as a
performance dimension has been
introduces, it would have had sense
introducing
an
historicalanthropological dimension. My doubt
is anyway more general: when magic
technology is the one so advanced
that produces inside the spectator a
sense of inexplicable and unease
astonishment, shouldn’t we ask
ourselves if in the actual panorama
media-art is still the technological
avant-garde?

.

It is clear that talking after the show is
like a fair game with an AK47. Let’s
make some hypothesis then. Maybe a
concept like that better associated an
historical reconnaissance with of our
relation with technology, how it was
vested with esoterically meanings, to
finally exalt the magical root of what
is nowadays considered normal. It
would have been interesting to tell
the history of the magical
representation of the technology,
from the mystic of mesmerism around
electricity during the 16 th century to
the techno-agnostic manifestation
that Erik Davis describes in his
Technosis , to the religious cults
developed around the technology
tout-court. Well, it wouldn’t have
been a media-art show, but during
the years the Sonar organizers
demonstrated their ability in
privileging choices with sense rather
than genre cages (see the 2004 show
about Micronations for example).

.

In other words, is it possible that a
further spreading of advanced
consumer level technologies, most of
all in the entertainment ambit, has in
some way defused the mesmerizing
power of the media art and trivialized
the magic, distributing it to everyone?
Are we sure that media art is the
expressive form that nowadays better
express the phantasmagoria of the
present and the re-enchant of the
world through technique?

Moreover, as the theme was
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Or should we start looking lower,

where art is not so familiar?.
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Sonia Cillari: Body As Interface
Silvia Scaravaggi

its charm lie in the extreme simplicity
and effectiveness of the shape and
the freedom the public has to be
protagonist and performer of the
installation. This is one of the
significant experiences Sonia Cillari ‘s
activity. Though Italian, she has lived
across Europe and her credentials are
excellent: she graduated at
Architecture Faculty in Naples,
specialized in various topics between
Rome and Paris, took a Master degree
in Digital arts at Barcelona Pompeu
Fabra .She was the first foreign
interactive artist who was invited to
the Rijksakademie in Amsterdam , one
of the best known academies in the
world.

If you are close to me , created in
2006, is requested by many. Festivals,
digital art and new media exhibitions
try to obtain it, though it is not always
easy. Sonia Cillari , the author, says
this
interactive
installation/performance is so unique
and complex that its duplication, in
order to have it in different places at
the same time, is not advisable. A
sensitive platform on which the
visitors place themselves to become
actors, performers and audience of
their own actions at the same time.
The actions turn into geometric
shapes and lines around their bodies
and movements and can be seen
thanks to the huge projections on the
surrounding walls.

Her architecture background has been
crucial for the development of her
projects, as far as the inerpretation of
the space and the available tools are
concerned. Yet, her production is
closer to that of an artist than of an
architect. The choices and researches
necessary to her works are carried out
with technical and scientific rigour but
are aiming at more unpredictable and
changeable
areas
such
as
consciousness and perception.

The core of If you are close to me and
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.

The study of evolution models and
interactive spaces develops these
basic concepts and many works by
Sonia Cillari , starting from her first
researches which focused on
computer-based applications, such as
Isola
Model
(
www.soniacillari.net/isola-morphing.
htm
,
2001)
o
Box01
(
www.soniacillari.net/box01.htm ,
2001), to her latest works involving
performer’s or audience’s body such
as
e_motive
(
www.soniacillari.net/e-motive.htm ,
2003),
Wooing
disruption
(
www.soniacillari.net/wooing-disruptio
n.htm, 2005) o Conscious Space 01 (
www.soniacillari.net/conscious-space
.htm , 2005), concretely demonstrate
that.

.

Sonia says . Thus the body is meant as
space-centered, the space it is in is
not inactive, but rather a generating
core; the relation between space,
body and mind is infinite and
continuous.
If this is the assumption, what follows
is the idea of the body as both object
and subject. the artist explains .
The need to communicate and
connect to each other is surely the
heart of all Cillari ‘s work and research.
The study on spatial architectures and
the way they are built around the
human body and ineract with it is
based on the way we build the inside
and the outside through our senses
and how we are aware of it.

Her latest project is the interactive
performance Don’t feel you are alone ,
which has the shape of a gynoid
missing of any kind of memory, empty
as a box to fill. That will be an
interface which, in two weeks’ time, in
different cities, will interact with
space and time sorrounding it, till it
will be filled up with inputs. From that
point on it will provided with a
memory which enables it to build and
a body to express outputs. The work
will be developed in six months. The
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project is not public yet and it is still
being elaborated and looking for
sponsors.

consciousness. Cillari says .

.

As a consequence the interaction is
perfect in the exchange between

.

The idea behind “Don’t feel you are
alone”, fully expresses the concept of
body as a subject and a very direct
and straight interpretation of
interaction: Sonia Cillari is against the
idea of interaction as it is meant
today. Sonia explains .

what the artist projected and the
presence of the person who is
enjoying it.The only instruction the
visitor gets in front of the platform of
If you are close to me is to get on;
from that point on his freedom is
almost absolute, because the basic
point is how the audience gets lost in
the work of art and not how the
interaction starts.

By thinking about a piece of art’s
meaning and what it communicates in
a very radical way, Sonia believe a part
of new media art is no longer
“personal” since it lost the sense of
person completely, developing to its
maximum the concept of “user”. As a
consequence, Sonia thinks that to
overcome that exclusively functional
concept technology should be used at
a primitive level, as a means of
expression and not for its ultimate
purpose.

Talking about audience’s freedom,
Sonia Cillari says: .
What she believes does not only refer
to new media, but it refers to a wider
concept of art. The creative person
who think of an interaction and draws
it, through the interaction design
represent the possible variations
people can experience. There is
obviously a limitation, but it is based
on the fact that here the artist, as the
painter with brushes and canvas,

So her pieces of art make us aware
and let us develop a critical
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needs to use a language and looks for
the guiding lines for the audience. If
the drawing is good, the sphere will
be wide.

important and precious. Her position
is on the border between arts and
techniques, architecture and dance,
new media and the magic of feeling
and participation. She likes this
borderline because when she works
with tecnology she believes it is
important not to lose the human
aspect.

Though she prefers museums and
galleries to festivals, she will take part
at Ars Electronica, where she won the
” Honorable Mention” in the section
“Interactive Art”.

.

Sonia Cillari is extremely clear: no
need to talk about technique, though
www.soniacillari.net
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Sonar 2007: Electronic Music For The Masses
Giulia Baldi

atmospheres and époques, styles and
languages far but close to me, artist
that I always known and artists I’ve
never met before. And I got out
happily ever after. Obviously, some
doubts arose (one on everything: why
Fangoria?!?), but it’s been a Sonar that
I’ll remember with pleasure.
I’ll tell my festival following a
chronologic order, touching on only
what I had the opportunity to
see/hear.

If every city in the world has its own
music, its own clubs and festivals, for
advanced and/or electro music lovers
Sonar remains the best they can ask
for.
And when who actually goes to the
festival is just a part of those arrived in
Barcelona (some doesn’t even have
the tickets and search for alternative
parties, some have the pass but don’t
want to get into the crowd and prefer
be alternative ), the air you can breath
during Sonar renders everything
special, inside and outside the
Festival.

.

Thursday, day.
It’s been a hard job appreciating the
show case Accidental inside Village,
where I only liked some melodramatic
popular songs (how I define them) by
The Invisible. The rest wasn’t adapted
to the context, or maybe I wasn’t

This edition has been for me more
interesting and amazing than the
lasts. The line up was fascinating, so,
overcoming snobbism and sloth, I
dedicated to Sonar. During 3 days I
passed
through
different
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adapt to that context. It didn’t
convinced me. Great, wonderful the dj
set of 2 hours by James Holden that,
from the little console of Village,
behind the trees, with his sequence of
acid, low, melodic, broke,
atmospheric and obviously hypnotic
songs made everyone happy, even
those who didn’t understand what
was going on.

Meanwhile, for post-industrial souls, a
little bit dark with a taste for ambient,
glitch or noise, there were some
intriguing lives presented during the
Capsule show case inside Complex. I
got to hear to Black Galaxy, Burning
Star and Jazzfinger. Even if different
from the other, each one had an
antique taste for invention,
improvisation, manipulation. They
composed, broke and overlapped
classical languages of the electroacustic, industrial, noise, entertaining,
amazing and innovating.

Unfortunately disappointing the Night
of the Brain live, the new collaborative
and instrumental project of Crisitian
Vogel. Electro rock, a little bit dark
and dismissed, almost predictable, no
scratchy voice and no memorable
arrangement what a pity, we got at
the Dome numerous and plenty of
expectations. Evidently excessive.

Even obvious, but that’s not a good
reason to criticize it, the special about
China in the Escenario Hall, that after
the White live (that I unfortunately
lost, but I think powerful), ended with
FM3 and Blixa Bargeld, white dressed
them and clearly black for him, for an
unforeseen and inspired ensemble of
electro sound and electrified voice.
Good vibes.

Station 55 was up to Burbuja, that
conquered back some fans. A mix of
concrete music, angelic voice and
fantasy lyrics, but most of all static
and theatricality that made the few
present falling in love.

At Village, Gus ended the show
playing some serious techno. So
serious that it was almost hardcore.
The greatest end of the day, and have
a good festival!.

.
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case, from Para One to Surkin,
together with beer and cocktails, gave
us some free vibration. Well, now is
really good night, we’re just at the
beginning and we already had tons of
emotions.

.

Thursday, night.
Beastie Boys and Narod Niki, what
else? I’m not a big fan of the group,
but I know them quite well but their
live wasn’t good enough. I’m not able
to argument the reason of my
discouragement, so I won’t do it. Well,
actually I expected more from the
music, as, or maybe because,
instrumental concert. I didn’t know
that “instrumental” meant only bass,
battery and guitar so I kinda missed
the vinyl on the turntable and I missed
the electronic base, as their mcing
doesn’t convince me anymore. But
this is maybe a complex of exaggerate
expectations, because the crowd was
mad

.

Friday, day.
Inside the Village, soul, disco and
electro sounds by Hot as Hel invade
the air, but I don’t spend too much
time there. Maybe it’s because of the
enormous crowd that block the
entertainment. Or maybe because I
know that in the meantime, inside the
Hall, the Sunn O))) are devastating
tired bodies and happy minds with
inhuman frequencies produced by
guitars, bass, distorted voices,
creating dark, acid and monolithic
drones, enchanting a little mass of
fool where I’m included this time.

Narod Niki, the collective
improvisation project directed by
Villalobos, has been another dilemma.
I loved the techno minimal in all its
declinations, but now I’m banally
pissed off. So, it doesn’t matter if
there’s one or six of them, live or dj
set, improvised or programmed, I’m
not moved anymore. Stop. In this case
as well, a raving crowd is delighted by
the show, but for us this is an
anticipated goodnight
On the contrary, (as night is always
less solitary than day ) we decide to
spend some time at Vice party that,
with all its freak rock’n’rave of the

At the end, already exhausted, I
decide for a quick stop at Complex,
where I discovered Haswell&Hecker.
The couple perfectly disturb one of
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the most immersive performance of
the festival, obviously based not only
on synthetic sounds, but also on laser,
strobo and smoke. Their tribute to
Xenakis and his audiovisual translation
of the digital draw is mysterious, acid,
industrial. Serious. Sonar shoot this
way.

And we start thinking that Sonar is
generous again.

Clark is now starter and the Hall is
closed, too many people. Bummer
and anger. The point is that they do
not let people in, but not even out!
Only after numerous complaints they
understand that pouring out people
should be the best solution.
Everybody knows that it’s not much
the time everyone resists when wall in
somewhere (most of all when casually
there, and they’re always lot) So after
a while they opened the doors again.
Clark live is an instrumental and
electro mix, rough and refined, a
material of sounds and rhythms
where he embroiders patterns and
drawings, and he’s listened, danced
and loved. Some defined it as the best
live of this Sonar edition, maybe it’s
been the same for me.

.

Friday, night.
We unfortunatly loose Signal, hope
we’ll have another occasion. We also
lost Beastie Boys. We dedicated to the
beginning of Cornelius that, as
predicted, is pop, psychedelic and at
the same time genial, as his videos
but then we ran outside to see the
end of Kode9&the Spaceape, that is a
not-to-be-missed event in our
opinion. After that, a little bit of
Modeselektor: dub roots, dark hiphop, electro or techno, with their
“permanent party spirit” that in the
end- open the dance night. We then
got back to Skream. In synthesis, we
love the dub-step a lot, and the more
we listen to those syncopated
rhythms, those deep basses and those
acid and broke sounds, the more we
love them. No doubt: it’s our
braindance of this 21 st century
beginning.

This time we didn’t even got to the
Dome. I’m not interested in village.
We immerged inside Feed, the
performance by Kurt Hentschlager at
the Santa Monica Centre. We already
know him, but it’s always a pleasure
to be shook from head to toe. There
are some technical problems, we exit
anyway, as always, with a big smile.
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In the meantime, Ed Banger circus
started, and this rock’n’rave in its best
form, context and companies, is the
type we like a lot. It’s our bodydance
of the beginning of the 21 st century!
So, we tried to resist and dedicate to
Dj Mehdi, that is not exactly
rock’n’rave because he’s more
blackish and soulful, deep and dirty
but always extremely happy. We’re
not convinced by Uffie in his live
version, so we tried with Richie
Hawtin, but the minimal question is
always the same: we’re saturated. We
have a brake and then go hearing the
Justice. They can be everything or
nothing. They’ve been everything. An
electro and techno, pop and weird dj
set, played and danced without a
breath, with some (just a few) new
tracks mixed with those part of our
DNA (a lot, but always re-mastered,
remixed, with special manipulation). A
hour and a half of delirium. What a
party! Maybe predictable but a party
can also be this way. The important
thing is that it must be a party, isn’t it?

Sonar Club means techno, and the
experiment didn’t succeed (anyway,
only those who listened the entire live
have the right to talk ).

We don’t even want to loose the end
of Digitalism, so we try to head to
Park and luckily the music is still
playing. They also can be everything
and nothing at the same time, they’ve
also been everything. Powerful,
serious, great. We passed at Simian
Mobile Disco, but this Club version
didn’t convinced us. The end of a
Fabric party can be psychedelic and
retro, but the end of the night at

It’s hard living the bed, it’s hard going
out home. Anyway, there’s no rush.
No Various Production live in the Hall,
I’ve already seen and heard them at
Dissonanze (I heard positive
comments though). I have to listen to
Wolf Eyes, noise as the noise lovers
love, so I do know their wall of electric
sound will be another test for my
resistance abilities. I’ve been late at
Complex, but what I listened helped

There’s only TImo Mass left that, even
if he’s not one of our favourite, is a
professional and made us dance till
the end and then, happiness shined
for young and old, he ended up his
live with his own mix of Personal
Jesus by Depeche Mode. It is
suddenly 7 o’clock and we went
home.

.

Saturday, day.
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me out in waking my senses up.
Totals.

and stimulating idea letting us hearing
the silence present in the hall once all
the engines are turned off
(computers, videos, telephones ),
although realized talking with those
who had to make the input, so a not
completely perfect performance. It is
a great idea by the way and it can be
re-performed, who knows.

I then listened to Claro Intelecto and
Andy Stott at Dome, but they’re more
minimal than what I expected, or
what I was ready to listen in that real
moment, so I didn’t stop by. I’m
maybe a little bit inpatient, but that’s
because the two live moved bodies
and minds. However, I spent some
time at the Redbull Academy Lounge,
that is always a great alternative, with
great music and parties, and then
relaxed with Lovemonk at the Village,
and that’s ok. But I escaped after a
few notes of the Junior Boys, because
I got a strange repulsion for them, too
weak and fake for me.
Thanks God, we got KTL, and thanks
God this time their dirtier, rougher
and smoker than the usual (see
Dissonanze), so in a few minutes they
complete the work started by the
colleagues WY. Incredible volume,
abyss of sounds, impossible fog,
infinite darkness. Cool. I do not stop at
Complex for Planningtorock, I’ve
already seen her times and times, and

.

Saturday, night.
Cristian Vogel is behind a turntable at
the Park this time, and it’s suddenly
good vibes. And then Devo. Well,
there’s a little bit of fear for another
delusion, but they astonished. An
inspired and continued live, without a
single collapse, with all the classic rearranged, as they wrote them
yesterday, played with an incredible
determination that doesn’t let the
past emerge, with a convinced but
not cocky attitude, absolutely ironic
but not comical well done guys! It’s
been a pleasure seeing and hearing
the group for the first and, probably,

no Mira Calix and Khan as well,
because I can’t stand closed spaces
and underground anymore Barcelona
effect: let’s go open air!
We decide to leave the battle camp
and going towards a bar, then Santa
Monica Centre, where the show is the
Black Out Concert by Tres. Interesting
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last time! Sonar is also this way .

now. Clarke has no limits and he
doesn’t make us regret the past, at
last he make us re-live it. Different
from the electro and rock set of the
last year at the Park, but amazing.

And then: a little bit of Tractile at Lab,
that we still love because it’s techno
but, even if M_nus, it’s still sexy, deep
and dirty. A little bit of Matthew
Dear’s Big Hand at Pub, that reveals
an incredible dark voice, apart from
his magic behind the laptop and an
intimacy with bass and battery that
turn the show into something special.
It is techno for rock lovers and vice
versa. And then started the
Innervision showcase, with Dixon ,
Chateau Flight and Ame, but we’re
not those of the mood house. At last
tech house, but we rather dedicate to
something else. As Lo Recordings,
with big (but aesthetically squalid )
Black Devil Disco Club (listen but not
look!), and the super Cursor Miner,
one of the most wonderful live of the
night, maybe of the festival. At the
Club, it’s time for Jeff Mills. We enter
overcoming every possible obstacle
(imagine the Club Sonar full as it’s
never been), we recognize his style,
but we do not stop too much,
monotony and melancholy are behind
the corner Better going back to Lab.
Altern8 re-creates a techno hardcore
atmosphere of other times, and the
things is more amazing!

.

Curiosity brought us to Lab for
Radioslave, that passionate us, but
not till the end Not to end up in the
dark, we decided to listen to the Miss
(Kittin) at Pub, that anyway has been
disappointing because of her
egomania and her warbling. Last
shoot of will and we go back to club,
just in time for Clarke last sequence of
acid battery and deep bass. And we’re
glad we did it. Great ending! A last
jump at the Pub for some notes at
dawn light, and then home. What a
pity, we were enjoying the festival I
think we’ll come back next year.
It’s been a Sonar plenty of new
emotions and confirmed emotions
(that are actually the most important),
that, with less snobbism and laziness
(for the organizers as well), has gone

And then Dave Clark: electro, but
most of all techno (at the Club ), that
is obviously a mix of classics and new
entries, without celebration or auto
celebration, because he’s all here and
32

back to consider people and fashion!,
why not? (post-industrial, dubstep,
rock’n’rave ), making the 85thousands
participants happy. It is not a case
that, for those who knew where to
search for, the atmosphere has been
wonderful from the beginning till the
end because the proposal was
interesting, amazing and different.
Sometime even brave. And the public
knows it.

well. For example, Spain is well
represented, ok but not too much,
please, when it’s not worth! Fangoria,
what is it? And then the Village and
the Pub, open air and last notes: when
will sets go back to funny and happy
moods as we were young? These are
questions with no answer But
anyway A Sonar that, lived from the
inside, was happy again.
It’s been a good experience also for
those who participated to the party
outside the festival, but I think this
year it’s been a wasted occasion
missing the festival. Barcelona is
incredible but Sonar as well. And if
you think you know it enough, so it’s
no more incredible, it’s in any case
unique, isn’t it?.

.

www.sonar.es
It obviously provoked some doubts as
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Sonar 2007, A Chat…to The Rhythm Of Music
Marco Mancuso

providing 4 articles covering all of the
faces animating this festival, in its
absolute unicity, deriving from its
complexity and artistic offering: a
report on the music section (written
by Giulia Baldi, you will find it in the
Electronica section of the magazine),
a report on the multimedia section
(written by Francesco D’Orazio, you
will find it in the Design section of the
magazine) a report of the cinema
section (written by Alessio Galbiati,
you will find it in the Video Art section

Digicult had the honor of establishing
a partnership with the 2007 edition of
Sonar, objectively the most widely
known and populated advanced
music and multimedia arts festival.
The project has been carefully
executed and many were the
difficulties encountered by our small
team, but we did it, and we can now
proudly present you this double
summer issue of the magazine filled
with a report that is so complete and
exhaustive that it can easily clear any
doubts you might have left in your
mind about the efefctive possibilities
offered by editorial projects on the
web, on both their viral capabilities
and their structural dinamism.

of the magazine).
I moderated myself and only did the
fun part of it all, confronting and
dialoguing with the artistic directors
of the Sonar festival. I could not
attend this year’s festival edition, not
being able to physically be in
Barcelona (but I assure you: i attended
several editions in te past) i engaged
the discourse, truly happy of
approaching it with an open mind that
just could not be biased by what i
could have seen/heard/felt at the
festival, and strong of a lucid mind
setup that I intended to use to
embrace a chat that i wanted relaxed,
reflexive and broadminded. Because

The report, after 3 months of
continuous
partnership
and
collaboration, documents the 3 days
of the Barcellona based festival by

one thing is for sure: when you talk
about the Sonar festival the issues
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arising are always the same. It’s been
like that, since years. You will find
many of these issues and curiosities in
my questions to Enric Palau, one of
the artistic co-directors of the Sonar.

new media exhibitions like
Sonarmatica or the Sonar 5.1
programme. We have also offered fun
and danceable high quality sounds
through the much highlighted
performances of Black Devil Disco
Club or the Ed Banger crew, with
Justice headlining… Finally we have
the feeling that the festival has been
an “experience”, an important and
satisfying fact of life for artists and
audience, and this feeling of
satisfaction is now leading us to Sonar
2008.
Marco Mancuso: Sonar is probably the
only leading event in the world which
is on the border between the concept
of a cultural festival and a big summer
music event. How do you think about
this double attitude? In my opinion,
Sonar is a cultural event first of all,
and I know many curators, art critics
and professionists who come every
year to Barcelona for Sonar. How is
possibile for you to speak and work
with so many different souls of
electronic and digital music, arts and
cultures

.

Molti di questi argomenti e curiosità li
potrete ri-trovare nelle mie domande
a Enric Palau, che di Sonar è uno dei
co-direttori artistici.
Marco Mancuso: Do you want to start
telling us your impressions about this
2007 Sonar edition? Which was your
wishes and goals in the last months
and which is your final impression at
the end. Which shows and projects
are you more satisfied with? Which
feedbacks did you have from people
and artists.

Enric Palau: The concept of Sonar
itself is based on the balanced
mixture between learning and
entertainment. We try to highlight the
cultural aspects of the festival as well
as its more danceable and party
features, so the public can actually
watch, listen, learn but also interact
and have fun. It’s not a dual identity,

Enric Palau: Our impressions have
been good so far as well as the
feedbacks we have received from the
visitors and the artists. We have
covered new aspects of our artistic
search with concerts such as Burning
Star Core among others and with the
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it’s an eclectic one.

Marco Mancuso: How is possibile to
build such a rich and full program like
Sonar? Are you completely in contact
with 100% of international music label,
promoters, festivals, agencies? Do you
travel worldwide for festivals or the
Internet is your virtual job tool?
Enric Palau: We receive a lot of
proposals by post which we try to
listen to, though it’s impossible to
listen to all of them. For this purpose
we have a curatorial team which
brings in its choices and preferred
listening. During the year we also
travel to several events worldwide as
well as to our SonarSound events. So
then we have the possibilities to meet
local labels and artists from other
countries, people involved in
electronic culture which are
interested in networking with us. Also,
label managers and artists that have
been to Sonar and are closer
acquaintances of the festival suggest
upcoming acts, as well as their newest
and future proposals. We then have
access to a variety of inputs from
anywhere and we try to pull them
together into a more coherent and
“readable” programme which slowly
becomes the final Sonar Programme.
For SonarMatica we count on the
support of one specific curator,
specialized in new media.

.

Marco Mancuso: I’m sure many people
would like to know, how do you work
at Sonar event year by year? In other
words, how do you collect money
from privates or institutions, when do
you start working on the next year
edition, how many people you are as
inside curators?
Enric Palau: Sonar is an event that
needs attention all through the year.
We start planning the next one even
before the previous one is over, also
because it’s the best way to revisit the
past editions and improve the
possible problems we have
encountered. There are 17 people in
the office working all year for Sonar
but also other activities of the
company. The real start is normally
after Christmas, but there are lots of
negotiations already solved before
then.
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you thinking to some chances on the
formula and general concept?
Enric Palau: Sonar is a specialized
festival about electronic culture.
Electronic culture englobes new
media arts and audiovisuals, which are
actually one of its core languages. We
have always presented new media
and audiovisual works, and the work
we have done all through the years is
presented under the name of “A La
Carte ” together with the SonarMatica
and Sonarama programme’s history
and the screenings of SonarCinema.
We won’t change our “formula” on
which Sonar has always been based.

.

Marco Mancuso: How do you work
with guest curators like in the last
years? Are you open to curatorial
proposals or do you contact someone
asking for a precise project?
Enric Palau: We normally contact
someone asking for a precise project
and commission the work. Of course it
has a lot to do with the artistic line we
will follow that specific year, and
within that direction we look for
works that make sense and enhance
the concept.
Marco Mancuso: Sonar is considered
today (from many years) as probably
the most important international
event of advanced, club, experimental
and electronic music. In the same
time, Sonar in the last years opened to
multimedia arts and audiovisuals
experimental projects. Do you think
that this kind of festival concept (a
leading concept for many other
international festival worldwide) is still
working good in your opinion? Or are

.

Marco Mancuso: What is changes
from the the first editions of Sonar?
When it was a small event for
electronic music? How is possible to
work on and live an experience like
Sonar and how your lifes and
professions changed in the last years?
Enric Palau: We have fun, and at the
same time we are very meticolous
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with all the aspects of the festival.

That is our way of living and
dreaming.
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Decoder Island On Second Life
Maria Molinari

. At the inauguration, a big postindustrial structure of 5 floors was
waiting, with the psychedelic and
jazzy colours of Prof. Bad Trip .
Experimental artist in the illustration
area and reference point of the
contemporary underground art, Prof.
Bad Trip aka Gianluca Lerici has been
the author of the most interesting and
significant
Decoder
covers.
Permanently exposed on the most
cyberpunk island of Second Life, the
works are part of the newly published
book ” L’arte del Prof Bad Trip ” in
memory of the artist deceased at the
age of only 43 last November.
Sketchbook, comics, collage,
drawings and even the “Naked Lunch”,
the comic draws by W.S. Burroughs
romance. The book and even some
works can be bought in Second Life.
For your avatar, T-shirts of Prof at only
10L dollars.

The 5th of June a new island emerged
from the virtual ocean of Second Life .
It is not palms and flowers, as every
other, it is not decorated with
sentimental balls and “Beautiful”
houses.
Its name is Decoder Island (you can
find it at: Decoder 119, 218, 25) and its
name already speaks volume on who
followed with passion the Italian
underground and cyberpunk scene.
Who doesn’t know Decoder
magazine? It has always been
interested to technology and
counter-culture from 1987, and it is
now in Second Life thanks to its
founder Ermanno “Gomma” Guarneri ,
but even thanks to its Milan
publishing house Shake e Idearum.org

With Gomma, that in his second life is
a huge avatar half punk and half
cyborg, we had a little chat in Second
Life. We asked him to tell us how did
the idea of Decoder in Second Life
was born and most of all which are
the projects for next future.
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astonished by Second Life as well
Gomma: I think they were more
attracted by the show, than Second
Life itself, and this is a good point.

.

Maria Molinari: How was the
inauguration of the island? I know
there was a parallel event at the
Shake.
.

Gomma: I’d say rather well. We had
almost 100 avatar in a couple of hours,
all Italians (I didn’t expect that). In
Shake a computer projected the
images of the inauguration,
commenting the project or even SL,
for those who didn’t know the
program. This is only literacy, one of
Decoder tenet: teaching publicly
computer or software to people

Photo by : Ermanno ‘Gomma»
Guarneri
Maria Molinari: Why Second Life?
Gomma: It was the only practicable
and accessible space where expose
100 works of the artists, and it seemed
it worked. It is hard with this kind of
artist to find a, private or public,
gallery that spend 50.000 euros to
organize an event like this.

Maria Molinari: Which were the
comments?

Maria Molinari: What do you expect
from Second Life?

Gomma: It’s been a little weird
because though a wi-fi net and almost
a HUNDRED people with their own
laptop, almost everyone was looking
the big screen. During a similar event
we received lots of questions, while
this time it was like a show

Gomma: I only expect to improve the
relations. The point is amplify or make
easier the relation between people or
avatar. For example, you can make
the most original music for Second
Life, but the real power is social

Maria Molinari: Maybe they were
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networking that allows you to have a
crowded concert hall in a few minutes
with people from all around the world.

symbolize the contemporary human
condition. Post-nuclear re-start from
zero, Hiroshima , after a fallout
nothing more.

Maria Molinari: Decoder is now an art
gallery, that’s true, but at the same
time a piece of art itself. Who
projected this, who build, who
collaborated and how?

Maria Molinari: What could Prof think
about this if he’d be alive? About
Second Life, about Decoder Island ?
Maybe he would have expose only
real life. Maybe he would have create
some works for SL, is it possible?

Gomma: It has been a partnership
between me and Idearium,
particularly Axellbor Zinner and
Zeelee Kindley. We tried to develop a
cyberpunk concept, but not taken for
granted. Axel is a great programmer
and he went from theory to perfect
realization. I oversaw the whole work,
but intervened a little.

Gomma: He wouldn’t have create
anything for Second Life, he didn’t
match with the Net a lot, he was a
craftsman. I think he was for
relationship without mediator, that
means no media through the couple.
It is an anarchic theory, picked up by
Hakim Bey as well, the author of “Taz,
Zone temporaneamente autonome”.
Maria Molinari: If Prof would be here,
would you propose to exhibit in
Second Life? What do you think he
would have answered?
Gomma: I would have definately
proposed a show that he would have
definately kindly refused.

.

Maria Molinari: Some define the
building of the show in SL as postnuclear
Gomma: I say it is rather industrial
because rust dominates. And then
proportion and equilibrium are so
much precarious, I like it, they
41

.

friends to do that!.

Maria Molinari: The biggest curiosity
now is the evolution of Decor Island . I
know you’re creating new spaces and
organizing new events Can you
anticipate something?

www.shake.it/profbadtrip.html
www.gomma.tv
www.decoder.it

Gomma: It will get one of the
reference point for the Italian scene,
as ShaKe was in the press area. We
now have the experience and enough

www.idearium.org
www.leeander.com
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Edoardo Kak: And So Artist Created Life
Teresa De Feo

point of view about the way of
measuring artists “value”. Mr Kossuth’s
proposal was to measure artists
according to their skills in fostering
the debate concerning the border and
the dialogue between art and nature.
And in following this concept Mr Kak
guesses right.
Specimen of Secrecy is an elaborate
work, composed by a series of “living
pictures” able to modify their internal
metabolism on the bases of the
conditions
in
the
hosting
environment. In fact, Mr Kak defines
his works “biotopes” which are,
according to their etymology, “living
places”. Each of these biotopes is
actually a self-sufficient microsystem.
Thanks to earth, water and other
materials thousands of little beings
can live there. Composition, colours,
internal pattern of the pictures are
decided by the artist, conducing the
orchestra of organic materials
growing inside the glass case.

In case this summer you have bought
one of the latest works by Eduardo
Kak, you should then find someone or
somewhere to entrust with your new
work, together with your pet. No, this
is not a provocation, but one of the
latest bioart frontiers.
Specimen of Secrecy About
Marvelous Discoveries is the latest
work by the Brazilian artist. Hosted in
the last biennal exhibition in
Singapore , this “work”or new creature
(it always remains to be seen) brings
totally into question the border
existing between art and nature. And
this is in accordance with the artist’s
attitude. After all in an old interview,
Mr Kac in person acknoledged his
agreement with Joseph Kossuth‘s

Well, who wants to buy one of these
works has to take into consideration
the duty of looking after it, otherwise
the art work dies.
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digital art is excluded: from telematics
to robotics and telerobotics, as well as
to biotelematics and transgenic art.
In his experimentations, Mr Kak is
interested by the research for
philosophic and political dimensions
affecting the communication
processes. His objects of examination
are linguistic systems, dialogue
exchanges, and communication
among species. New technologies are
considered
by
the
artist
communication opportunities as well
as means of strengthening the
understanding and integration of the
other, in every form it comes in birth.

.

For the lays who don’t know him, Mr.
Kak is the Brazilian artist “creator” of
the first luminescent bunny in the
history, called Alba ( GFP Bunny ,
2000) and born in the Institut National
de la Recherche Agronomique (INRA),
a French. public research institute
dedicated to scientific studies
surrounding the problems of
agriculture In her genome you find
some genes of another species, i.e. of
a jelly fish, in order to obtain the
bioluminescence effect. They
represent art experiments, at that
time defined as transgenic art for their
use of genetic engineering techniques
to create living beings unique on the
earth.

.

At the beginning of digital art, Mr Kak
made the difference with his
researches, self-defined as in
“telepresence”. They thriggered the
idea of basing the artist’s works on
telerobotics. Aim of the artist was to
get how much new communication
technologies, as well as the progress
in robotics, made possible

This artist, since its art beginning,
coming back to the 80s, is known for
his huge use of technology and
therefore has to be regarded as one of
the pioneers of digital art. The
versatile Mr. Kak is used to explore,
pass and deepen the great part of
fields where a creative approach of
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.
(2000),

experiments in different experience
dimensions. And all that in spite of the
distance between stimulating actor
and stimulated object ( RC Robot
1986, The Ornitorrinco Project 1989).

.

Between 1998 and 1999 his interest is
focussed on genetic manipulation,
giving with his work a big contribute
to the creation of the new
contemporary art frontier, that is
transgenic art. There several works
appeared: Genesis
Gfp Bunny
Eighth day Characterised by
genetics innestations, language
games and religious metaphors, these
works not only invite people to think
about the major questions, but give a
show of art and creation XX. And they
are so brand new that they made
necessary the re-writing of the border
between aesthetic and natural form.

Then there were works based on
interspecies communication, as, for
instance, Essay Concerning Human
Understanding . Here the artist
established a dialogue between a
canary-bird and a plant, obviously
distant one from each other, using a
big range of sophisticated
technologies.
Mr Kak worked on memory and on the
concepts of dislocation and remote
control, respecting his conceptual
vocation, realizing Time Capsule.

On Mr Kak’s website you will find
further pieces of information and
elaboration on the artist’s work, and a
piece of advice: keep an eye on this
artist, also in future.

www.ekac.org/

(1999),
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Light Bulb And Surreal Art
Tiziana Gemin

magnetic levitation and electric
current transmission without wires
and has been inspired by one of the
most important researches by the
Croatian scientist and inventor Nikola
Tesla . The first part of the project
deals with a challenge which has
always stimulated human beings: how
to win gravity. One of the method to
make an object levitate, which has
been already known since the first
decades of the last century, is
magnetic suspension. You can make
an object float in the air thanks to a
magnetic field using magnetic forces
of attraction or repulsion to win
gravity. This technology is used in
Japan for public transports. There are
trains which travel in suspension by
using a very strong magnetic field.

During 2007 edition of Sonar festival
which ended a few days ago in
Barcelona, a project by Jeff
Lieberman, entitled Light Bulb, was
presented at Sonarmatica , a show
which takes place together with the
usual festival. This year Sonarmatica
presented a selection of works
dealing with the ‘magic’ side of
technology, showing processes which
cannot be understood merely with
intuition and trigger our wonder.
Light Bulb showed an undoubtly
surreal vision, with an exhibition
which called to mind illusionism tricks
or maybe a paint by Magritte. A
normal light bulb hangs in the air
within a structure; it is turned on,
though no wire is connected to it.

.

Actually the installation shows two
interesting phisics phenomena:

The second phenomenon which
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inspired Lieberman for the planning of
Light Bulb was carefully studied by
Tesla between the end of the 19 th
and the beginning of the 20 th
century. Tesla created a system which
could transmit energy without wires
by using the resonance of big copper
wire coils for the transmission.
However, Tesla’s invention was never
used on a large scale.

amplifiers connected to suspended
electromagnet are set and so they
make the structure steady.

To combine the two principles in one
device, first of all Lieberman put an
electromagnet which generates a
magnetic field thanks to electric
current on the top of the installation
structure. Then he put a second
magnet, whose power interacts with
that of the first one, into a light bulb,
together with various circuits and a
Hall effect sensor, which measures
the position of the levitating object.

The transformer generates a signal
very similar to that of radio waves’
thus making alternating current
transmission possible.When the coil at
the bottom receives power the other
coil inside the light bulb is given
power too. The receiving coil is
connected to some LEDs too, which
are placed at the light bulb’s bottom
and receive alternating current which
is converted into light.

For the second part of the project
Lieberman created resonant
transformer which works as Tesla coil
and transmit electric current through
the air from the bottom of the
installation to the levitating object.

.

.

The work of art showed in Barcelona
is the new version of a previous
prototype with the same title. But
compared to the prototipe, in the
most recent version the bulb’s light is

In order for the magnet to be steadily
suspended, a retroactivity control
system using Hall sensors ‘ feedback
was provided. In that way the power
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brighter though using less electricity.
By the way, the author would like to
prove his device even more.

performer, creator of robotic
installations and kinetic sculptures. He
also took part to a BBC2 programme
and to a Discovery channels
programme entitled ” Battle of the
Geeks”, where a group of inventors
and scientists challenge each other to
design an aircraft.

Jeff Lieberman comes from
Massachusetts , and graduated in
mathematics and physics in 2000 and
hold a master’s degree in robotics and
mechanical engineering at MIT. He is
interested in completely different
topics. He is an eclectic and manysided artist: musician, photographer,

http://bea.st/
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Challenge Of Networked Books: Gamer Theory
Giulia Simi

see is the application of these systems
(blogs and other “open” writing forms)
in the university world, and what’s
more for a declared creation of a
theory, involving work. That’s why
Gamer Theory (or GAM3R 7H3ORY, as
the author wrote his project), project
born in April 2006 from the
collaboration between McKenzy Wark
and the founders of Future Of The
Book is a case worthy of notice.

Since ages we have been used to take
part to always new web writing forms,
i.e. weblogs different in style and
genre mushroom everywhere, and
they are so many that they inspired
already 2 years ago- the name of an
essay called BlogGeneration. In their
amount there are included several
kinds: from the private blogs, having
none art pretence, to the literary ones,
from those dealing with political
issues to those constituting real art
projects.

Let’s tell you something more about
the authors: Future of The Book is a
Newyorker association. Its aim is “the
investigation of the transformation
dynamics of intellectual discourses,
especially when they are put from the
printed paper to the desks through
the web”. In other words: they try to
analyse the possible interactions
between digital potentials, above all
those referring to the web, and theory
thought and analysis. McKenzy Wark
is a scientist and professor of cultural
and media studies at the New School
in New York . He is the famous author
of “A Hacker Manifesto“, highly
discussed for its analysis of
intellectual property and Marxist
theory under the new progresses of
the digital era.

Editing systems more and more
advanced and intuitive, and in this
sector WordPress is the undisputed
leader, have made easier for people
who desire it to make known and
“open to discussion” their thoughts or
pieces of information. What is rare to
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such a project, because of the
comments, showing to stay under the
author’s text, and of the content
organization. In spite of the good
navigation made easier by parallel
themes and keywords, it is for the
most part a chronologic and highly
fragmentary navigation. This structure
is perfect for short and finished texts
but not for theory work which can not
renounce to a birdview/a more
general view.

.

There were the premises for their
collaboration. So Gamer Theory 1.1
was born: it is a website where Mr.
Wark published the drafts of his work
upon game culture (the focus is
innovatively addressed to the player
rather than to the computer game
structure). The objective of this
project is the sharing with other
learned people, players or simply
people interested to the issue. Their
feedback and comments would
represent the mean for improvement
of some parts of the text (through the
broadening or reformulation). This is a
real “open” work, or “networked
book“, as the same Future Of The
Book says about the project, putting
in discussion at the first place the
“role” of the sole author and so new
ways are opened for the online
publishing.

.

And so the interface prepared on
purpose for Gamer Theory owns two
major characteristics: an utterly
simple navigation for chapters and
paragraphs and an underling of the
comments, written at the side of
paragraph as a widening and new
interpretation of the selected text. We
can not ignore the peculiarity of
McKenzy Wark’s text, i.e. with its
division in units and clear structure
helped a lot in the definition of the
interface. This latter shows 9 chapters
and each of them is composed by 25

First of all it is to point out that the
form chosen by Mr. Wark and Future
Of The Book is not the blog. In fact,
this latter had to many limitations for
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paragraphs and a summary scheme.

.

As regards to the graphic and
structure this meant a different colour
for each chapter and a division in units
for each paragraph. Each 5 paragraphs
make a group with an increasing
tonality following the colour variation.
The main objective is to make the
reading even easier and so overturn
the old opinion about monitors as bad
supports for written texts. It doesn’t
mean that printed paper will be
abolished  an example is the
publication of the Gamer Theory
project by the Harvard University
Press few months ago-. It is just the
recognition to digital means and
especially to the web, of alternative
potentialities, above all what’s for the
interaction with the readers. In fact,
their interventions “almost” live allows
a continuous reinterpretation and
redefinition of the work.

It is more or less the same process
used by the interactive installations,
where the active interaction of
spectators/users is part of the work,
causing a standing metamorphosis. In
this case the interesting thing to do is
to try to understand how and if
opening structure elements are
suitable to a theory text. The
peculiarity of this kind of text is that
only the author’s point of view has
always been considered the core.
possible reply could be that a variety
of points of view can only represent
an enrichment, thought not simple to
manage. Therefore Gamer Theory 
and other projects by networked
book- can be regarded as attempts in
applying the so called “collective
intelligence” to the theory. The
challenge is still open, so let’s start
playing.

www.futureofthebook.org/mckenzie
wark/gamertheory/
www.futureofthebook.org/
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Cultuur 2.0: Regarding Telematic Ecosystem
Sara Tirelli

unstoppable course that cultural
undergo because of our osmotic
relation with technology, because of
reciprocal influence, generating a
circular relationship between mental
behaviour and cultural artefact.
Every change is a challenge and man
always put to use strategies of
adaptation and cultural selection.
Matter of conservation of the specie
and surviving of the civilization.
Matter of linguistic evolution and
decoding of a reality more and more
mediated by technology. We often
create instruments that slip from our
control, and this is the case of the
digital universe that more and more
affect and engrave our lives. So
maybe it is the moment to talk about
it.

Prometheus fire has been a turning
point for human life. At the same
time, this brought problems to human
race, that, for the theft to Gods, was
condemned to live in a sad existential
condition. The fire has been a
technological innovation at that time,
that we learned to dominate and use
as instrument. Surely, Prometheus
myth doesn’t touch our minds on
when we turn on our stove!
During the most recent
contemporaneous, Roland Barthes
warned us once again: every new
human invention will be reset to
ground zero of our nature. It’s still
necessary to pay attention to
collateral effects. If man creates a
technological artefact and uses for its
own aim, it inevitably ends up
absorbing it in its own everyday life
and it is de-formed from it. It is the

.
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During the last weekend of 30 th and
31 st May, Virtueel Platform of
Amsterdam launched an SOS to
protect and develop our cultural
system. This Dutch institute that deal
with e-culture from a decade knows
that naturalize culture means making
efforts and that it is necessary to ask
questions and put to use some
strategies to avoid dirty trick. Cultuur
2.0 is the name of the international
conference-workshop where
business, politic, cultural and artistic
sectors speakers have been invited to
discuss about the health of the
knowledge diffusion in the telematic
ecosystem.

classify contents, the connective
material grows automatically and
autonomously. But the horizontalness
of the participative culture, creates
enthusiasm on one side, but concern
on the other.

.

The 2.0 web structure meets the
cultural institutions one: and here’s
the species evolution. Cultuur 2.0
focused on how the internet
application of last generation and new
practices generated from it are
applicable to the cultural sector, and it
asked if those application represent or
otherwise a menace to culture
organization and quality.

About the argument, Charles
Leadbeater and Andrew Keen, two of
the event guest, presented different
vision. The first one is enthusiast of
the offered Web 2.0 potential: social
networking and mass creativity
represent the access key for a
participative society where spectator
means critic protagonist in first line.
This is the argument of We-think: the
power of mass creativity, a sort of
meta-book that experiment new form
of intellectual participation and
creative collaboration both in theory
and in practice.

Sharing, classify, exchanging
information and again review, sort,
structure knowledge are now
cognitive habits that allow to interact
and contribute the collective
architecture that social network, blog
and wiki words allow to build.
Wikipedia is an example for everyone:
once created a platform in which all
the users can insert, modify and

The official publication is fixed for
next year, while drafts of this project
are available for everyone who’d like
to correct, enrich or shoot them
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down. The principal objective of this
editorial project is to analyze new
possible forms of alternative
organization that opposes to the
consumerist-capitalist logic.

bricoleurs of culture, instead of
contributing the growth of
knowledge, create confusion and
insert false information in the Net.
How can we distinguish angels from
devils?

Andrew Keen, founder of aftertv.com,
is one of the most critical voices of
the choir and, despite his presence at
Cultuur 2.0 only through an interview,
he awaken lots of attention with his
sharp affirmations.

How can we structure the knowledge
system not to turn into monkeys of a
disinformation jungle? In his new
book The Cult of the Amateur, Keen
doesn’t give solutions, but announce
the imminent catastrophe: internet
will destroy us. As Frankenstein that
escape from the lab, the body of the
creature is deforming and turning into
something unknown, composed by
shreds of different organism in
mutation. It gives back an image in
which we must mirror ourselves.
There’s confusion, but if you see a
monster, please post a comment.

.

From his point of view, Web 2.0 offers
the biggest illusion of the digital
utopia, the one that allows everyone
to be journalist, writer and film maker,
feeding the narcissistic needs of
everyone’s ego. He said that a free
and indiscriminate participation of

www.virtueelplatform.nl/cultuur2.0
http://andrewkeen.typepad.com
www.wethinkthebook.net
www.aftertv.com/

We No Longer Get Lost As It Happened In The
54

Past
Lorenzo Tripodi

apparently can involve anyone.
Satellite positioning military
technologies has become commercial
public domain , the operative basis of
the more and more popular GPS.
Surveillance cameras, which seemed
to threat people’s right to privacy and
their freedom of action, are now part
of everyday landscape, sometimes
can be accessible through the
Internet and are used by car drivers to
check traffic jams and find alternative
routes in the city traffic. Cartographic
database are publicly accessible to
everyone through Google-maps and
similar devices which enable us to
zoom in on ( almost, but it is just a
question of time) every corner in the
world to see how it looks before you
go there or maybe not to need to go
there any longer.

Locative media , the obsession of the
moment. Thanks to new technologies
all can be perfectly detected, since
everything is nowhere and all is
perfectly followed and spotted as a
principle, placed in an universally
known cartesian grid.
Some time ago critic public opinion
seemed worried about the idea of
living in a controlled society, as in
David Lyon’s text
http://www.feltrinelli.it/SchedaLibro?
id_volume=1741986 ; a society in
which control devices with an
unlimited power can watch every
perceivable movement from above
and from the inside and track it.
Nowadays that worry seems generally
overcome, the digital panoptic
process seems accepted, while the
attention has shifted to the social
potentials of that process which

.
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The collective construction of georeferenced database using tags links
practical or poetic information,
everyday life experiences, historical
events and (most of all) commercial
suggestions to every point and place.
The net becomes a huge, endless
atlas which constantly evolves, a map
which, by developing, tends to
coincide, using a Borges’ concept,
with the actual territory that process
is not only obviously useful, it has
undoubtly an exciting, intoxicating
side. The idea of dominating the
world, which could be alarming if
associated to a concentrated power, a
totalitarian use or to obscure actors
outside social control, becomes
democratic and banal when applied to
the net. Everyone can rule the world,
watch it from above, track the most
distant movements. Ubiquitous is the
buzzword of the moment. We are
everywhere, we can penetretate
everywhere, we fully rule ,
democratically .

what I would like to say is I feel all that
sounds slightly disquieting, though
maybe I am not the right person to
express such feelings.

.

We could define it the longing for
getting lost. I mean, we leave our
home to go from A to B with the
printout in our hands or the PDA
showing us where to turn, what
oneway streets not to take, the
distance we have already travelled
and that yet to be travelled, the time
it will take and the possible dilays on
our schedule. The transports, the
times, the costs. The best route
possible. GPS will kindly tell us as soon
as we make a mistake or drift around.
No surprises, nothing unexpected, if
there are men at work over there, the
alternative route is already available
for you. At this time of day the traffic
is too heavy, so better take route B.
You just have to follow the
instructions the system processed for
you, house, street, bus numbers,
name of stops. Just follow the

Maybe.
Yet, even if it could be hard to believe
a person who moved his office to an
Intel processor, who is experiencing a
deep crisis while he is writing because
he has not been able to connect to
the Internet for more than 24 hours,
who travels by plane every ten days
on average and who daily look at
online transport timetables, maps and
international telephone call prices,
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instructions.

senses, our ability to adapt and
interpret. An osmotic relationship
with the environment, with the signs
the outside world shows at a deeper
level than that of road signs. An
emotion involving learning and
disquietness, curiosity and surprise,
fear and confidence. Something
which binds us to a surrounding
territory that is stable, slow, settled,
built on different cultures, habits and
knowledge, where you move with
respect.

Along the way, all the commercial
offers and available services, indexed
according our consumer profile. And
we cannot forget the omnipresent
mobile phone which can always be
helpful, in case you need extra
assistance…We already know what to
expect, we kow the destination, we
do not need to make an effort to
imagine what we will find.

From that point of view to get lost
becomes a concrete and sometimes
fruitful option, a way of reaching
consciousness limits which can show
new horizons. To get lost is a precious
chance which might be soon lost. Lost
in an overload of information and user
instructions, can getting lost be a way
to find ourselves again?
.

Well, I must stop my article here, I
have to go to the veterinarian to have
a microchip implanted into my cat, it’s
the law .

To orientate is an ancient art, a slight
knowledge which involves all our
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Software Art Space. Software Art ?!?
Marco Mancuso

streets, determining the destinies of
the international art market.
Fooling around is useless. As useless is
the tell-tale reminding us that praises
and criticisms will come about: real
critiques would be hard and direct,
not pats on the shoulders to
constituted order. So the next
question arising is: why is a project
whose aim is to diffuse art to the
masses (notice how the authoritative
Wired magazine defined Sacks as he
who”brings software to the masses”)
criticizable? Well, we will try to explain
the reasons by analyzing the project
under various points of view.

You can bet on it. As soon as the news
gets around through reference
mailing-lists, word of mouth,
international festivals, interviews by
the most acclaimed critic or curator of
the moment, infinite will be the
praises raised to Software Art Space (
www.softwareartspace.com ), the
second operation performed by
Steven Sacks, founder of the
phantomatic Bitforms gallery: digital
in conception, but with a physical
(micro) headquarter in New York. In
that same city and neighborhood,
Chelsea, in which an apparently
infinite army of galleries and
exhibition spaces devoted to
contemporary arts seem to be
struggling to be part of the
quadrangle between 4th and 5th

I would say that a good starting point
could be the nature of the project
itself, its philosophy. If “bringing
software art to the general public” is
the project’s final ambition, I wonder
how exactly Steven Sacks is expecting
to acheive such a goal through the
use of the technological instruments
currently in commerce and through
the use of any multimedial fruition
tools: graphics, sound, image and
interactivity.
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technology and with the condition of
sensorial immersivity that it can and
must generate.
And for everyone seduced by the
mecenatist aurea exposed by any
project that hides a blatant act of
commercialization behind utopian
conceptions of horizontal diffusion of
digital arts, we remind that each of
the 10 artworks in the Software Art
Space catalog costs exactly 150 euros.

.

A simple analisys reveals how the
ingegnous technological device
requires having a dedicated PC in the
living room, in the bedroom or,
possibly, in the bathroom, an
ergonomic wireless mouse or a
practical touchscreen, readily
available at the grocer around the
corner, and, obviously, the cd/dvd on
which the artwork’s executable file is
installed. Someone could possibly
overcome my skepticism and
convince me that a high number of
persons around the world will decide,
tomorrow, to buy online an artwork
by Golan Levin, Casey Reas or Lia, and
to exhibit it into their house, rarely
playing with the interactivity and
generativity of the object. This idea of
“fruition” ignores a general trend that
is commonly accepted among
multimedia professionals: multimedia
and interactive products guarantee a
low level of emotional involvement
when experienced at home, amidst
everyday life, without creating a diect
and interactive experience with the

.

We could discuss, as usual, about
“who decides” which artists will gain
ufficial recognition amongst the
internationally “respected” critics and
curators: with all the respect to all of
the pioneers called to join Software
Art Space, some of
which i personally know and regard
with human and professional respect,
some of the projects are really scarce,
evaluating them in comparison to the
general level of quality of the other
artworks on the market and in
comparison to the value .of the artists
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themselves. The quality of the
selected works also makes me
reconsider the curatorial choice, or
even the artist-gallerist relationship,
culturally and economically distant
from the ocean of digital and software
artists working on a daily basis to find
a adequate mix between art,
technology, experiment and
communication. This generation of
artists feeds the underground circuits
and keeps them alive. This is the only
real area in which some
experimenting is going on. A soul that
is full of life, and that leads electronic
arts despite any of the spasmodic
shots at “officialization” and
“aknowledgement”.

such an operation sounds like: letting
software art inside mainstream art
necessarily creates the need to
translate into prices and quotations
the work of the artists, despite the
identity of these forms of art? Is
establishing the equivalence “work of
art = money” really a process that is
necessary to bring software art to the
general public? (together, naturally,
with all the other forms of electronic
arts).

Another thing that truly surprises is
the choice of the commercial “cost” of
the works. 150 euros are nothing in
the rich and consumist western world;
what a noble value is, thus, given to
the digital work of art? A part of the
contemporary art professionals have
been trying for years to find a
compromise and a dialoge between
their world and the one of the
underground generation of electronic
art. To acheive it they decided to
borrow the base practices of the art
market and to apply them to digital
experimentation: you decide the price
of an artwork and the artist’s cutural
value gets automatically transformed
to an economic one.

.

Taking for good that this process is
really unvoidable and that the general
public will tune in its antennas on an
artwork only if it has a pricetag: how
comes that the works of artists that
are amongst the best and the best
internationally known in one of the
most active areas of digital arts get
sold at totally laughable prices? It
looks as if Sacks’ operation should and
could produce other perspectives and
ambitions. Or, maybe, we could feed
the suspect of thinking that producing
5000 pieces of a work and to sell each

A fundamental doubt arising from
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at 150euros, times the 10 works in
catalogue, constitutes a mere search
for profit, despite the presence of a
wider discourse that is more open
minded and that deals with the
commercialization, the exhibition, the
diffusion and consequent survival of
artists, curators and professionals that
work in the world of new media art, all
without great financial sustainment,
to use an euphemism?

.

It’s a law of the market: a mediocre
price such as the one proposed by
Sacksdoesn’t represent a quotation
and, thus, it doesn’t fit into the
contemporary art market, it doesn’t
identify the works of art as such, but
as a consumer product. Sacks’
operation is ambiguous: the fact itself
of deciding a price tag defines a
distance between Software Art Space
and the underground circuits; at the
same time the economic value
assigned to the works is not sufficient
to cause its entrance in the world of
contemporary art. The process of
cultural value attribution doen’t seem
successful or, at least, it is poorly
readable. The objective data remains:
every work is a product on sale on a
website, to be bought and consumed
on your PC.

Fixing a price of 150euros for works
that should allow the entrance of
software art in the galleries and art
market circuits, addicted to way
higher price tags, doesn’t seem like an
action able to offer to the general
public a perception of the artworks as
representative and selected from a
cultural process in act, the process of
digital creation inside contemporary
art. The probable risk is that the art
merchant or the gallerist deciding to
buy one of the works offered by
Software Art Space will not have the
perception of having bought a work
that is representative of software art,
an area of contemporary art, but of a
(possibly) good product at a
reasonable price.

Thoughts immediately flash to the
many other international software
artists that will be seduced by Sacks’
project, because the chimera of
widspread profit is clearly visible,
especially for a generation of pioneers
that have made precise economic and
not-economic choices in their lives,
trusting a form of art and of
communication that is establishing
itself in these same years, inside a
context without a market and without
a structured distribution. From this
point of view I understand and accept
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Steven Sacks’ Software Art Space
project.

myself what hundreds of software
artists have to say, those same artists
working with code all around the
world, experimenting, getting their
hands dirty, trying to find ways to use
their art as a source of life and
minimal economic profit. I ask myself
these questions and i sincerely hope
that someone has responses for me.
Possibly even Steven Sacks, I will try
to contact him. But I know that there
are no answers, only diverging
opinions and different artistic and
professional territories, different
interests and views on the world.

On the other side I ask myself what
future can such an operation have,
which sense can it bear in the wider
context of new media art and its
distribution and commercialization, its
cultural value.

But being able to open our eyes wider
allows for some space for justified
doubt, remaining open minded and
ready for a fast change of opinion… or
for its extreme radicalization.

.

Maybe when I ask myself these
questions I already have some
answers. I ask them to everyone who
has read them up to this point. I ask

www.softwareartspace.com
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Ezio Cuoghi, High Education Of Brera 2
Annamaria Monteverdi

Quaranta).
We interviewed Ezio Cuoghi, a famous
multi-media artist who started his
career in theatre (we will tell you
further in one of the next numbers of
Digimag) and the today’s delegated
assistant director of the specialization
courses referring to the new
technologies. He tell us why and how
it is worth to choose the courses in
multi-media arts offered in Brera and
not others, and how they arrived to
the techno-theatre second edition,
that is a multi-located and multimedia interaction together with an
“aesthetic resonance”.

The Academy of Brera in Milan has
been proposing the Course of New
Art Technologies since 1999. Now it’s
introducing three more masters in
Multi-media Arts, while big steps
forwards have been made in
education, especially in the fields of
graphics, cinema and digital
communication. But that’s not all. It is
also addressing to all the professions
concerned by the world of the new
media with a special focus upon 3D
Animation, Digital Video, interactive
advices, web design and show design.
The lecturers of Brera 2 are all worth:
among them we can find some of the
major Italian multi-media artists
(Paolo Rosa, Tullio Brunone, Mario
Canali), some experts of infoaesthetics (Antonio Caronia, Andrea
Balzola, Emanuele Quinz, Lorenzo
Taiuti) and of web-art (Domenico

.

Anna Maria Monteverdi: When has the
idea of the specialization course in
New Technologies for Arts in the
Academy of Brera come up? And
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which are your aims?

to arts are not many, for the majority
of the cases they are distortions or
interest weddings exploiting the
technological sector to allure
“customers”, as you can easily
understand from some DAMS’
programs, an Italian degree course for
Art, Music and Show. The Brera’s goal
is to give birth to a real centre of
excellent art experiment, advanced in
the multi-media sector.

Ezio Cuoghi: The masters we are
proposing today were born three
years ago. Precisely, they are:
Interactive and Performative
Multimedial Arts, Multimedial Arts for
Experimental Video and Cinema; a
new course in Multimedial Arts for
Photography has been offered since
last year. The objectives are quite
obvious, if you take into consideration
on one hand the amount of art
researches conducted in these last
ten years, all addressed to find a
connection between communication
and formal possibilities offered by
new technologies. On the other hand
you have to consider the European art
high education frame, travelling by far
faster than the Italian one, showing a
lively and present attention to these
themes. Concerning the teaching
programs I’d say that since the
beginning we have been working on
an idea based on the necessity to link
specified education and actual
working on projects outside the
Academy world, so that the proposed
teaching offer is clearly visible and
touchable.

Ezio Cuoghi: Actually, it’s so, because
the Italian high education centres
working in this sector are not many.
Moreover, they often due their
foundation to interests not
concerning the quality of the research
they are proposing and carrying out,
while we, the people working in Brera,
have a more sincere aim. In few years
we managed in gathering for this
project a number of national and
worldwide known lecturers trusting in
this outstanding work. Not to forget
the closed number allowing us the
selection of highly motivated and
skilled students. The problem is
represented by equipments: they are
never enough, and I think it’s right so.
Anyway, we picked up good specified
labs, and for the next years we
planned enlargements and
specializations leading us to the
desired levels.

Anna Maria Monteverdi: Spaces and
systems suitable for learning new
media art aesthetics and practicing
the interactive digital systems applied
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systems, dramaturgy and scene
writing?
Ezio Cuoghi: Well, nowadays there
are several researches in progress and
many of them are very interesting. In
particular the one I’d say very worth
are those regarding the issue of the
multi-located and multi-media
interaction. And I find it a very
significant point in our days. The issue
referring to the relationship among
interactive systems, dramaturgy and
scene writing is a question no more
requesting an answer for those who
work with them. Interaction is a
process implying different kinds of
emerging phenomena, hidden but
included in the work. And an
“emerging phenomenon” is not a clear
and predictable result. So the
dramaturgic project is a kind of magic
formula, including all the necessary
elements and conditions of a possible
“aesthetic resonance”.

.

Anna Maria Monteverdi: Which
activities are planned for the
university year 2007-2008?
Ezio Cuoghi: As usual, beside the
normal teaching activity, we have
prepared workshops and stages
together with prominent artists, and
then conferences and meetings on
themes suggested by our internal
research work. I want to underline the
preparation of two more
specializations, starting hopefully in
the next university year. More
precisely, I am referring to the
masters in Multi-media Arts for Web
and in Multi-media Arts for 2D and 3D
Animation.
Anna Maria Monteverdi: In your
opinion, which are the most
innovative offers come up lately in the
sector of national and international
techno-dramaturgy and how can you
plan, according to your experience as
techno-artist, an efficient project,
showing a good balance in interactive

.

Anna Maria Monteverdi: How do you
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manage your activity of “intermedial
artist” and of lecturer as well as
assistant director?

their interaction. For them I focussed
my attention to the relationship
between Art and Science, which have
become objects of many of my works.
On the other hand the same
interaction, representing for me the
way and work piece more able to
offer (and also more subject) to
relationships. Having contact and
working together with colleagues
loving their work, and watching the
formation of new artists diligent in
their art researches carried out with
enthusiasm and intelligent it’s not
bad

Ezio Cuoghi: I do it in the only
possible way: thanks to passion.
Passion to work as an artist, and
passion for research and education.
Working for an art project and
watching it realized often raises
enthusiasm as well as directing this
department. My professional career
was born in theatre, at first as actor
and then as director. And my biggest
interests can have their origin from
there: on one hand there are the
languages I always experienced in

obviously, not every day!.
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Mark Coniglio: Building Blocks Isadora
Bertram Niessen

Troika Ranch and with Ms. Dawn
Stoppiello , Mr. Coniglio has
developed an extremely flexible and
intuitive platform. From the early
focus on interaction with performers,
an interaction based on sensors and
control upon MIDI packets, up to now
Isadora controls a big amount of
properties, from the most traditional
video effects to the real time
realization of complex 3D files.
Moreover this software allows a
multiscreen sincronization. All this
allows the creation of a high level of
interactivity and flexibility not
imaginable some years ago, apart
from working with a hard
programation. The Italian public could
appreciate the this software
potentials through the works by
Claudio Sinatti, Otolab e Softly
Kicking.

With their pros and cons, the real time
process software for sound and image
flow have an influence on the quality
and organization of the today’s
audiovisual performances.
Each specific program has a pretty
precise address: software deriving
from Max MSP (that a time was 0+55
and now it is Jitter) are highly flexible,
but addressed for programmers and
experts, while vj-oriented software as
ArKaos o Resolume are limited by an
extreme scarcity in available options.
In the mid you can find Isadora
software (now it is available only for
Mac e in beta phase for pc). That’s
why in this number of Digicult we
decided to interview its creator, Mr.
Mark Coniglio.
Starting from his work together with
the multi-media theatre-dance group

.
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16revs-duet-painting
Johanna Levy & Lucia Tong in “16
[R]evolutions”
Photo Credit: Richard Termine

multimedial
theatre-dance
collaboration referring both to my
software Interactor (created together
with Mr. Mortimer) and to my new
Mididancer sensor advice. For several
points you can say that this was the
model I kept in mind for the creation
of Troika Ranch, 5 years later.

Bertram Niessen: Let’s start with
you what about you?
Mark Coniglio: I’m a hybrid being: half
a programmer, half an artist. Of
course I have been programmer since
the early youth, in fact I started
working as programmer when I was
16. Then I started discovering my
passion for music and I studied music
theory at the college. After 4 years
working by a discographic company
(mostly as productor), at the age of 24
I began to study seriously music
composition, that’s why I attended
the California Institute of the Arts.

.

16revs-llama
Lucia Tong , Daniel Suominen &
Robert Clark in “16 [R]evolutions”
Photo Credit: Richard Termine

That was the change, because then I
became student (and afterwards
assistent) of Mr. Morton Subotnik. In
the time spent in the California
Institute I passionately studied
composition, but I also created some
softwares for Mr. Morton’s tracks (for
istance the multimedial performance.
“Hungers” e the camera’s work “Key to
Song”). Because of Mr. Morton’s
influence I started creating music and
software expressly for interactive
performances. And this has become
my way of working.

Bertram Niessen: And so, how much
tied are your work with Troika Ranch
and your life as a programmer?
Mark Coniglio: Well, as programmer I
can realize easily the works I have in
mind. Although I am famous above all
for my software Isadora, I am in first
place a componist. I go on composing
all the musics for Troika Ranch , for
example. The thrigger for all my
efforts as programmer is my interest
for new interaction systems allowing
the performers to understand my

In 1989 I discussed my dissertation, a
piece called “The Need”. It dealt with a
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music and video creations.
.

In my opinion the fact that performers
own the control on their performance
environments plays a pivotal role
when you work with systems based
on digital technologies. The bit “one”
and “zero” of the pre-recorded medias
cannot change and consequently
each performance is the same as all
the others just as listening to a serial
CD. But if the performers could use
their actions to master the media, to
manipulate and rule the bits
according to their art insticts, here
you see something different. This
manipulation can have different
forms.

16revs-line-echo
Daniel Suominen in “16 [R]evolutions”
Photo Credit: Richard Termine
Bertram Niessen: When you launched
the first version of Isadora did you
expect such a success?
Mark Coniglio: Honestly to speak, not
so much. Isadora was the result of a
several attempts for real-time video
process, but it presented a lot of
crashes for the public. And that was
just inacceptable. So I said: you have
to do it yourself, also the software
customization for my art needs. After
showing it at the Monaco Dance
Forum in 2000, a friend of mine
appeared to be interested in it, and as
a consequence he raised interest in
one of his friends. There I got I could
sell a couple of douzaine copies, what
would have allowed the survival of
Troika Ranch. What came next, as
everybody says, is history.

In the first examples, as for instance in
“The Need”, the work I spoke above,
all what you could do was
manipulating the MIDI signals sent to
music sintetizor and different
samplers. That allowed to create a
music backing or a soundscape. This
was dued to the lack of calcule power
in real time video and music
processing of that time. Now we have
several ways to do it.

I tell you an episode that I think
important for the software success. In
the first days, Dawn Stoppiello and I
often had some workshops about
interactive performances, and we
used Isadora as mean for letting
students realize their ideas. Mrs
Stoppiello is a choreographer and not
a programmer, as a consequence she
could explain me some passages that
were hard to understand from the
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point of view of an artist. What’s
more, in the workshops I saw some
people using Isadora, so I could see
where they found problems or got
difficulties.

and friendly. How much influence has
this network in your way of working?
Mark Coniglio: I think you can say I
established the standards. People
often remark my generousity, but I
believe it has to do with my Italian
cultural heritage (my grand-grand
father came in America from Sicily to
build the transcontinental railways).
You are also Italian, so you know that
life experience is centred on family,
that’s why I suppone to imagine the
Isadora’s users as a big family.

I answered these problems modifying
the software in order to make it
easier,and to help the lays in using it.
This development process lasted
some time, and brought to a product
pretty easy to use for those who are
not experts, without renouncing to
the desired complexity for more
experieced people. This combination
between easiness in use and
complexity for experts is the key to
understand why this software has
become so famous.

Thanks to mails and the Troika Tronix
forum it seems to me to bring a virtual
kitchen all over the world and we
speak about the work we are doing,
how
we
could
improve
it unfortunately the virtual wine is not
so delicious as the real one. On the
whole, what is really amazing for me
is to see so many artists using the
instrument I created to work with
public throughout the world. As an
artist I respect this phenomenon and I
want to take part of, as well as foster
it. From this point of view I suppose I
regard Isadora as an artistic extension

.

of myself, and my efforts on it as
major in my art practice. .

Fom-trioduets
Danielle Goldman, Sandra Tillett,
Dawn Stoppiello in “Future of
Memory”
Photo Credit: Richard Termine
Bertram Niessen: The Isadora’s
community seems to be quite open
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that implies a lot of studies. I don’t
know vvvv very good, but I think that
as many vj softwares, it pushes you
towards a specific video language,
club culture orientated. This is not a
negative side, and I know that several
softwares are very powerful. But I
firmly believe that Isadora allows
more personal expression, and this is
the most important thing for an artist.

.

16revs-primordial
ohanna Levy in “16 [R]evolutions”
Photo Credit: A.T. Schaeffer
Bertram Niessen: What do you think
about softwares like vvvv or Jitter? Do
you think they can compete with
Isadora?
Mark Coniglio: On one hand, yes. Yet,
at last I don’t think there is a real
competition. Jitter, based on Max, is
basically boundless. If you have the
right skills in terms of programmation
you can do things diffucult or even
impossible to realize with Isadora. But

www.troikaranch.org/mark.html
www.troikaranch.org
www. troika tronix.com/ isadora .html
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Sonarcinema 2007, Music For The Eyes
Alessio Galbiati

re-evaluate a way of envisaging which
have been definitely neglected by
mainstream culture. Moreover, the
documentary film ” Derailroaded ”
dedicated to the American singer
Larry Fisher was showed.
By embracing in its exhibitions
audiovisual forms of art typical of
current artistic avantgarde
expressions, animation, musical
videoclips and experimental cinema,
the festival has showed a possibile

As every year the Auditorium of
Barcellona Contemporary Culture
Centre (CCCB) was the venue for the
three-day festival (14th, 15th and 16th
June 2007) SonarCinema : the section
dedicated to the evolution of the
image in movement.

sampling of Avanzada Image. Yet,
looking more carefully, what was
missing in Sonarcinema section was
the very cinema, that is to say the
films. Everything but films. That
absence is not casual or episodic at
all, since during this kind of festivals
which give primary importance to
music (electronic or “advanced”) in
their structure, all the emphasis is put
on audiovisual experimentations thus
neglecting what is commonly known
as “film” . By the way, eleven sections,

What caught the eye clearly in the
selection dealt with by the curators
Andy Davies and Advanced Music was
the intention to offer a heterogeneous
and multifaceted programme
consisting of those contemporary
audiovisual productions characterized
by their particular attention to the
relationship between music (we might
say electronic music, but since we are
dealing with Sonar the reference to
the term “avanzada” is inevitable) and
image. Beside contemporary
production some Devo’s videos were
presented, with the idea of critically

four between films and
documentaries, sixteen videoclips and
thirty experimental short films shot
with new digital technologies. All
completed by a particular attention to
music, because the ten-hour
programme of Sonarcinema 2007 has
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been music for the eyes this year too!.

legend.
The film, made by the artistic couple
Douglas Gordon and Philippe Parreno
, reports the whole Spanish
championship football match
between Real Madrid e Villareal which
took place at the huge Santiago
Bernabeu on Saturday 23rd April 2005.
The ocumentary is not about the
match anyhow, because its sole aim is
to chase every single movement of
Zinédine Zidane with 17 cameras,
constructing a portrait which lasts the
whole event’s length. The work gets
inspiration from the documentary
shot for the German tv (it was West
Germany) by the German filmmaker
Hellmuth Costard who in 1970 filmed
the deeds of the legendary George
Best during a match between
Mancester United and Coventry City
(“Fußball wie noch nie”, also known
with the title “Soccer As Never
Before”) and it is part of the
multifaceted artistic path the two
artists have been building singularly
for a couple of decades. Compared to
Costard’s work, the methods of image
production and of sound recording
and post production are different.

.

- Zidane, un Portrait du 21e Siècle
Direction and Screenplay : Douglas
Gordon e Philippe Parreno;
Photography: Darius Khondji; Editing:
Hervé Schneid; Audio mixing: Tom
Johnson; Original music: Mogwai;
Production: Anna Lena Films et
Naflastrengir; Distribution: United
International Pictures; Country:
Francia/Islanda; Anno: 2006; Durata:
90′.
“From te starting kick to the final
whistle. Madrid, Saturday 23 rd April
2005. Who could have imagined that
in the future you would be able to
remember this extraordinary day as a
walk in the park. Face to face, as
closer as possible, as long as possible”.
This words, showed as subtitles to the
images, open the 90-minute
documentary “Zidane, un Portrait du
21e Siècle”, an amazing work of art on
the border between the concepts and
the agiography of a contemporary
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emotion and sympathy), we are
reminded that life does not belong to
us and that everything goes by
relentlessly and pointlessly.

.

For the images 17 high resolution
35mm cameras have been used in
order to catch details from a distance
which seems immeasurable. The
director was Darius Khondji (a famous
photography director who cooperated
with first-rate productions, such as
the very popular “Se7en” by David
Fincher, or “Stealing Beauty” by
Bernardo Bertolucci and worked with
directors such as Alan Parker, Roman
Polanski, Woody Allen and Sydney
Pollack).The sound is amazing too;
you can hear Zidane’s footsteps on
Bernabeu’s grass. And it is the sound
element, not “natural” at all, on the
contrary, artificial, which links the
single instants and the different
points of view creting a real time plot .
The outer space dimension, that we
can define astral, is a constant
caracteristic in both Serrano’s and,
mainly, in the Scottish Douglas
Gordon’s artistic production and it is
openly evoked in the only moment of
the detachment from Zizou’s
movement on the football pitch.
When the first half ends, we can see a
series of events occurred in the world,
on planet earth, during that Saturday
25th April 2005; small episodes and
important occurrences happening
together in front of us like a
nonsensical show . Told in few frames
with the pathetic music of the
Mogwai (where by the adjective
pathetic we mean what arouses

When images take us to Najaf , among
the rubbles of an explosive attack
which caused the death of nine
people, we get a glimpse of a t-shirt
with the name of Zidane on it. Among
those images there are some which
talk about the boundaries of the
known universe, casting on the whole
operation the light of a frozen “here
and now” recorded for the posterity of
an indeterminate future. Here can be
found the sense of the operation, as
the title, portrait of the 21st century,
implies, or the didactic incipit that
opens the film “From te starting kick
to the final whistle. Madrid, Saturday
23 rd April 2005. Who could have
imagined that in the future you would
be able to remember this
extraordinary day as a walk in the
park. Face to face, as closer as
possible, as long as possible”.
As an omen that that will be his last
match, a few seconds before the
match ends Zizou would be dismissed
and leave the field of play among
applauses. In this film the complete
Zinedine Zidane is shown, with both
good and bad sides, with his strange
way of moving across the field
absorbed in a dark silence, a player
who has lit the last football decade
up, as a comet whose bright trail will
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be seen for years and years to come,
yet concealing its real nature, aloof
and evasive. The intense melancholy
of the film almost drives to tears. It
was presented at Cannes Festival in
2006, shown in French cinemas and
nominated for Cesar Awards (the
equivalent of the Italian David, or of
American Oscar) in Best Documentary
category. Among associated
producers the Turin Sandretto Re
Baudengo Foundation , a bit of Italy
for an extraordinary work.

Fifty Hi8 cameras, fifty different
points of view from where to watch –
from the inside  the gig the Beastie
Boys played on 9th October 2004 at
Madison Square Garden in New York.
The result has been 75 hours of
shooting condensed in 90 minutes of
vision; unity of time and space
through a multiple point of view.
Behind the pseudonym of Nathaniel
Hörnblowér is Adam Yauch, aka MCA ,
one of the members of the legendary
trio fron New York, guest of honour of
the fourteenth edition of Sonar. Thus
a homage, as well as an outstanding
audiovisual work characterized by a
complex structure, both technically
and syntactically.
The event is created by dilating the
point of view spatial dimension, by
alternating different views to the
continuum of the concert . The
intention is to communicate a
presence in the real world, with a first
part where the main character is the
city of New York  real umbilical cord
of BB world. The camera smoothly
move to the Madison Square Garden
over which, as in a profane rite, a
strange celebration of words and
music. Thanks to the choice of a
multiple point of view the film gives
real importance to the active role of
the audience, who is not considered
simply as the sparring partner of the
show-man of the moment but also for
the unique and unrepeatable value of
their single point of view.

.

- Awesome; I Fuckin’ Shot That!
Director : Nathanial Hörnblowér (aka
Adam Yauch, aka MCA); Editing :
Michael Boczon, Remi Gletsos, Phil
Knowlton, Neal Usatin; Original Music
: Mike D, Doug E. Fresh, Adam
Horovits, Money Mark, Adam Yauch;
Cast : Beastie Boys, Mix Master Mike,
Doug E. Fresh; Producers : John
Doran, Nathanial Hörnblower;
Production : Oscilloscope Films;
Distribution: THINKFilm; Country:
USA.; Year: 2006; Duration: 90′ .
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The different points of view are
literally mixed and sampled between
them as they are musical beats with
no restraints, in a wild and
unrelentless search for digital effects
which deform-blur-alter the often
unsettled analogic images of the Hi8
cameras. The aesthetics behind this
work is the extreme opposite of the
last Madonna’s live DVD (“Confession
on tour”), where the perfect and
glossy image has been substituted by
a sweaty and involved one. In Italy the
film was projected during Rome Film
Fest in October, while the premiere
took place at hte beginning of 2006
during Sundance Film Festival. It is
available in DVD in which you can
freely move among the 50 images
recorded by the cameras.

Being self-referential is an inevitable
desease. This documentary, shot by
the tv programme Sputnik which is
broadcast on Televisió de Catalunya,
is directed by Jofre Font and Josep
Maria Salat and celebrates the
worlwide success the Catalan festival
has achieved. It shows a whole year of
travelling of the export project
SonarSound around the world, display
of the Advanced Music and
multimedial art. The frantic and
complex tour starts from Barcelona,
then goes to Buenos Aires, Hamburg,
Tokyo and Seúl. We get to know
better the brilliant trio Advanced
Music, consisting of Enric Palau,
Sergio Caballero e Richard Robles ,
trying to grasp, during the 65 minutes
of the documentary, as many ideas as
possible, which seem to be created
relentlessly. Starting as a local event,
with the passing of time Sonar has
become a creativity forge which has
influenced the whole planet
With “Sónar around the world” a
method to communicate to those
people who do not know the real
cultural, productive and economic
importance Advanced Music has
achieved with its project has been
created. During the projection one of
the most recurrent feelings I
experienced was envy… Around the
world, inside the Sónar!

.

- Sónar around the world. (
Import/Export)
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included (member of Devo, as well as
excellent cinema composer) with
whom he recorded many of his
legendary albums.
At the latest Cannes Festival a
documentary which openly declared
its intention to illustrate David Lynch‘s
mind (and its creative processes) was
presented. In the same way here the
wild Fischer is chased and probably a
bit of his soul stolen. In return we get
an unstable portrait of a crazy meteor
in the pop culture firmament
overseas. The man we get to know is
really able to touch our feelings…

.

- Derailroaded: Inside the Mind of
Wild Man Fischer
Director : Josh Rubin; Photography:
Bryan Newman; Editing: Josh Rubin,
Jeremy Lubin e Howard Leder; Sound:
Torrel Alexis; Producer: Jeremy Lubin
(Ubin Twinz Productions); Country:
USA; Year: 2005; Duration: 86′.
Described as the missing link between
Syd Barrett and Homer Simpson, Larry
“Wild Man” Fischer is a living legend of
songwriting and one of the most
eccentric voices of America
underground scene of the last three
decades. Derailroaded , the
documentary by Ubin Twinz (Josh
Rubin directs while Jeremy Lubin
deals with production) , follows the
artistic development of that cult
figure  “homeless” musician,
psychotic singer, paranoid artist  who
fascinated famous artists such as
Frank Zappa (with whom he
collaborated in two records) and other

.

- Devo
Devo’s videos have been among the
first examples of post-modern popo
culture, able to anticipate times and
decide trends in the development of
this activity. Lo-fi and kitsch, the
videos shot by Jerry Casale (legendary
member of the band from Akron,
Ohio) have also been a reflection
about the contemporary times

celebrities of North American pop
counter-culture, Mark Mothersbaugh
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characterized by a strong critical hint
of American life style in the 80s.
Sonar’s selection, celebrating their
first live performance after more than
fifteen years in Europe, aims at
praising their work and reminding
their pivotal importance in the music
world as we know it now. What they
did as absolute pioneers would soon
become essential in every promotion
of one’s own music and aesthetic of
every seriuos discographic operation.
Surely it is rather fruitless to try and
find a founder of video clips, yet Devo
really are next to modern video clip
zero-point.

their extremely personal deevolutionary theory already started in
1976 with their short film The Truth
About Devo, a work which, thanks to
critics’ appreciation, allowed them to
become known as they would have
never become otherwise. From that
point on and for a bit less than a
decade, the Ohio band fully
developed its own view of
contemporary times using music and
images with a group of videos which
SonarCinema showed in its whole and
that can be summarized with
“Beautiful World” ‘s refrain (1981): “Its a
beautiful world / For you / Its not for
me!”. One can maybe say that before
MTV there had bee the DEVO.

The attention Devo gave to audiovisual instruments as a way to spread
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Japanese master’s stop-motion
technique is in perfect harmony with
the repetitive and syncopal rhythmics
of Cornelius’ music so that the videos’
visual style seem created together
with music, thus perfectly
synthetizing music and images. That is
what makes each of the ten episodes
of the filmaker’s artistic career a littlebig masterpiece. High-tech and slow
motion blend, creating a great
example of synthesis of the cinema of
the origin’s techniques and those of
the present times. The direction is
that analyzed and described by Lev
Manovich in his famous “The
Language of New Media”, as the
convergence and revitalizing point of
contemporary cinema.

.

- Koichiro Tsujikawa
Koichiro Tsujikawa (born in Tokyo in
1972) is one of the most important and
famous videoclipmakers at present.
He could be considered the most
famous Asian director of the
contemporary audio-visual genre and
compared to super stars such as
Michel Gondry, Chris Cunningham e
Spike Jonze  to whom SonarCinema
dedicated broad retrospectives of
their best works in the past editions.
This year has been Tsujikawa’s turn,
with 10 of his works which show
through images his wild visionariness
which have become popular thanks to
the artistic cooperation with the
amazing genius of Cornelius (who
showed up at Sonar the night of 15th).
Everybody remembers his excellent
Drop (where the main character is a
child dealing with a handbasin full of
water), but few know the recurrent
style of the visual obsessions of
Tsujikawa now nearly 40. The

.

- Clips
A selection of 7 videoclips which
represents an arbitrary yet efficatious
sampling of the state of videoclip art
of the latest year more or less. The
directors who have been selected had
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mostly started to produce from 2000
on, representing the real evolutions in
musical videos, which have apparently
evolved from Devo’s times on

The main character is a post-modern
Eve looking for an esoteric apple. The
director of this wonderful video-clip is
the artist of Japanese origin
Motomichi Nakamura, a real master of
Flash software, with his essential and
extremely peculiar style.

Get Down. Dir: Pleix. M: Groove
Armada
Rabbits tend to reproduce at a very
fast pace, but in this video they seem
to be lustful and particularly
aggressive as well. Pleix, the director
of the last video of the British Groove
Armada, creates white estranged
rabbit with a mood definitely inspired
by Japanese manga universe. In the
last years Pleix has shot some of the
weirdest and most eccentric videos,
among which the dark “Birds” of
Vitalic, where some dogs are tossed in
the air.

.

U=Utopia. Dir e M: Tuomas Toivonen

We Share Our Mothers Healt . Dir:
Motomichi Nakamura. M: The Knife

Rigorous architect but at the same
time many-sided artist, Toivonen is a
Finnish full of resources and creativity.
Here his directing velleities are shown
through images accompanying his
beautiful song from his latest album
sagaciously entitled “New Album”.
Temporal suspension and dilatability.
Whoever is interested in cold gloomy
places should watch (and listen) it.
The good thing of Sonar is that after
the projection the artist is there, on
stage, close to you …

Red, black and white are the only
colours used to tell, with round

A Whistle and a Prayer. Dir: Woof
Wan-Bau. M: Coldcut

The State We’re In. Dir: Ne-o. M:
Coldcut
Stop motion and visual effects within
an aseptic office inhabited by Asian
white-collars. All synchronized with a
Coldcut’s song (who are represented
by two videos in this section). The
director is Ne-o, a young promising
artist of music animation.

stylized silhouttes, a parable about
the pain it takes to achieve one’s aims.

Woof Wan-Bau directs videos since
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the beginning of 2000. He is a young
creative talented person who has
already won many prizes and
cooperated with famous artists such
as Mogwai, Four Tet and Coldcut. This
video is strongly influenced by
Radiohead and succumbed to the
temptation of re-creating a reinterpretation of the well-known
“Paranoid Android”: here the main
character is the red shape of a girl
moving in a childish world yet gloomy
and menacing.

huge potentials 3d technique has.

.

- QOOB.TV

Wishing Bone. Dir: SSSR. M: Subtle

One of the few Italian artists at the
fourteenth Sonar edition has been the
digital channel Qoob which,
developed by Telecom Italia Media in
co-operation with MTV Italia, has
recently lauched its international
version, which is even more open to
inter-media. Qoob is among the main
sponsors of the catalan festival,
proving the great attention Italy pays
to the strategic valorisation of the
brand through events which are
particularly sensitive to innovation
and creativity (they will be at
Elctrowave 2007 too). The very
introduction graphics designs to every
single projection created by the
network witness their selfpromotional intentions.

SSSR is a collective project from
London which includes three little
animation genius: the Norwegian
Kristian Hammerstad and Marc
Raisbig and the Japanese Yu Sato. The
result of their co-operation with the
band Subtle was one of the most
original video-clips around. Greatly
epitomized by this “Wishing Bone”,
the three SSSR’s work is the result of
different techniques which create an
image out of the ordinary .
Sloup. Dir: Imery Watson. M: Susumu
Yokota
Imery Watson has been part of that
big group of creative artists from New
Zealand headed by Peter Jackson,
who have been able to impose a new
standard to cinema visual effects. In
this video shot for the Japanese pop
artist Susumu Yokota he shows the

Through the selection of eight among
the best audio-visual contributions
uploaded by users , as well as the
most professional and distinguished
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works, Qoob put the artistic potential
of web 2.0 on stage. The result is
really pleasing for the eyes and
innovative, with its amusing and
amused approach to audio-video
solutions rich in clever inventions. A
real fun!

that a good video starts from a good
script or a good idea
Paintballing . Dir: Lovesport
What Sonar programme calls
Lovesport is actually Grant Orchard of
the London Studio Aka. Lovesport is a
series dedicated to more or less
probable sports broadcast (and
financed) by the digital Qoob. The
characters are small rectangles made
of a handful of coloured pixels
jumping up and down the frame. It is
a war between two factions which try
to win using weapons which shoot
colours. The crazy brutality grows
more and more thus threatening their
very existence.

Optically Illusion . Dir: Mauro-Vecchi.
M: Whitest Boy Alive
Mauro Vecchi studied at DAMS and
has been dealing with video
production for nearly eight years . The
video-clip presented at Sonar
epitomizes some of the most famous
optical effects perfectly synchronized
to the Whitest Boy Alive’s groove. The
idea is simple yet efficacious, proving
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Summer 01 . Dir: Mbanga
“The binary world”, those are the
words accompanying the images of
the video by the Roman Mbanga on
Quoob.tv’s site. “Summer 01″ is a short
animation which represents reality
through a binary code. To be honest
the video-clip is not particularly
original and was probably chosen to
underline the festival is also open to
those productions which are not
necessarily perfect from a formal
point of view .

.

Aqua. Dir: Loper
A very short video-clip clearly homemade by Lorenzo Fernandez, who has
taken care of every aspects of the
creation. This short film looks
excellent and at the same time shows
what can be done with digital media .
Just using After Effect software it has
been possible to process an image
obtained through the stop motion of
an image in (fake) movement
Cityscan_3 . Dir: HFR-Lab. M: Synapsia

.

Behind the acronym HFR are Chiara
Horn, Tommaso Franzolini e Davide
Quagliola, three young video artists of
Italian origins with a destructuring
vision of urban space which is
reconstructed using unusual and
impossible shapes. Cityscan is a very
wide series of variations of the same
topic. In this short film we can see
London rotated at 90° , running in
front of our eyes from up downwards,
destabilizing the usual spatial coordinates of a skyline vision.

Kids’n’Revolution . Dir: Louis Böde
Louis Böde is a project created by the
writer Marco Mancassola. Louis Böde
is a “creative band” consisting of a
writer, two musicians and two visual
artists. The images by Marco Rufo
Perroni are animate by Nicola Vlla and
tell a sad story about violence and
how it is difficult to redeem one’s bad
situation. A bitter story among the
carefree spirit which has
characterized this SonarCinema
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edition.

Spider . Dir: Nash Edgerton

My Joy Remix . Dir: Rinomad. M:
Fourtet

This short film from Australia is one of
the most classical cinematographic
examples of SonarCinema . It is a
standard short film (it lasts a bit less
than ten minutes) ending with a coup
de théâtre which is a genius intuition
for the conclusion of the story. The
predictable structure of the screenplay does not prevent the director
Nash Edgerton from taking the
audience completely by surprise. The
film is essential and impressive and
the moral is expressed at the
beginning with the didascalic incipit ”
It’s all a game, until someone looses
one of their eyes “.

With this video, created for a Four
Tet’s song, Rinomad (aka Rino Stefano
Tagliaferro) was the winner of a Qoob
channel contest and succeeded in
making his outstanding work known.
Thanks to Sonar he will increase its
visibility. Here the images are
completely deconstructed and follow
the sound. Frame sampling in a
continuous sound to explain “on
commission” . The opposite of adding
a sound-track. .
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from it in order to analyse it rationally.
My Beautiful Zhangjiang . Dir: Sonag
Tao
Within a modern building in the
Zhangjiang area a young woman is
chatting with a colleague using MSN
Messenger. She says she is tired and
she wants to sleep. Shortly after that
she will deeply fall asleep on the
computer keyboard. The young man
will come to her desk and, taking her
by her arm, he will take her out of the
office. From that moment on a large
amount of men will take the young
woman around the urban landscape
of this Chinese area which is
experiencing the explosion of housebuilding. Her wondering will be
stopped when she wakes up. The
atmosphere reminds that of the
Korean Kim Ki-duk, something
between his ” 3-Iron” and the
suburban pan shots of ” The Night” by
Michelangelo Antonioni

.

- Too Much Reality
For the very first time Cina took part
at Sonar festival with a large group of
its most talented musicians of Mùsica
Avanzada. SonarCinema section
dedicated a retrospective to the Asian
country too. The curators were
Pauline Doutreluingne and Beatriz
Leanza of Platform China (one of the
most active Chinese organizations at
aglobal level, promoting and
spreading Chinese contemporary art)
and showed five short films
witnessing the huge variety of
Chinese creative offer. As every
selection, it excluded much and
frankly did not fully convince me
though it presented one of the best
works I’ve seen during those three
days, the extraordinary short film by
Sonag Tao . The impression one gets
watching those works is that of a
country stormed by a predominant
consumer revolution which has
transformed everything at a very fast
pace and the attempt to get detached

Opera III . Dir: Wu Junyong
Opera is the third element of a series
of animations by the thirty-year-old
Wu Junyong, an extremely interesting
and provocative creative talent who
inerprets the soul of a country
undergoing a deep change. The dark
characters of the short film remind of
medieval acrobats dealing with selfrepresentation on a limitless theatre
stage. The acrobats are the
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disquieting metaphor of Cinese
political class. Junyong shows us a
China open to the new with the
controlled mediation of traditions.

Meng Jin e Fang Er are two artists
coming from Beijing and Chong Qing
areas who first became famous as
photographers on the wild Chinese
modern art market. Their analysis is
once again focused on the deep
anthropological changes their country
is undergoing or maybe suffering.
Their photographic eye analyzes the
changes in landscape too, a recurrent
theme which characterizes the style
of a worried generation watching
their world changing
14 Rooms . Dir: Meng Jin

.

“14 Rooms” is an incredibly long,
impossible long take, the result of
careful video editing aiming at
rendering the spatial continuity of an
immense architectonic structure. This
is the exploration of the spaces of
desolate industrial remains.

A Miraculous Game . Dir: Feng
Jiangzhou
Feng Jiangzhou is a popular Chinese
musician and one of the
representatives of the artistic avantgarde open to contamination from the
best experiences of Mùsica Avanzada
though always mediated by a critic
interpretation of his own reality. The
video shows old people moving with
fans in their hands, following the
timing of a common choreography
fragmented by an editing which plays
with the development of the group
dance. As a virus, loop images are
introduced, symbolizing the invasive
character of modern changes which
have altered millenary customs.

.

- Black and White  Electronic Short
Films

The Hidden Depth . Dir: Fang Er e
Meng Jin

The use of black and white as well as
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of unconventional methods, is the
only common element which links the
different works presented in this
section, which includes some of the
most interesting audio-visual digital
artists of the last five years. In these
creations graphics and electronic
music tend to melt indissolubly. The
result of the section has been,
according to who is writing, definitely
soporific, characterized by momennts
of total audio-visual nonsense which
cannot be interpreted in his
unintelligible grammar since the
excercise of style is exclusively done
for its own sake.

.

Cortos sonoros  Short sound films
The video artist, photographer,
painter and curator Zev Robinson ,
responsible for the project
Artafterscience , selected a varied
choice of short films where music and
sound interact synergically. Robinson
created an outline made of different
material, from the careful work of
Belgian artist Anouk De Clerq, to the
genius of the conceptual work of
Laure Prouvost. We can find political
provocations in works such as
“Foreing Policy” (where Condoleezza
Rice pronounces , thanks to an
extremely precise and careful
sampling, the last public speech by
Martin Luther King), “Little Flags”
(where we wander through a patriotic
black and white New York as in a state
of shock with a Fugazi’s song as
soundtrack) and “Mass Hysteria” (an
editing which alternates fragments of
“Night of the living dead” by G. Romeo
and glossy images of American way of
life in the 50s). Visual provocations or
simple inventions support short films
such as the crazy ” Gimme the
Mermaid” by the legendary
Negativland, or the very fast “Die
Brücke”, so fast it can be hardly
perceived by our eyes, or the
disquieting “The End” which shows a
post-catastrophe moment.

Brilliant Noise . Dir: Semiconductor. M:
Gaeoudjiparl
Die Arten . Dir: Didi Bruckmayr. M:
Fuckhead
Order-Re-Order . Dir: Barbara Doser &
Kurt Hofstetter
Void Seqz5 . Dir: n:ja
Flicker . Dir: Christina von Greve &
Carsten Schulz
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The potential fault of such a selection
is the complete arbitrariness of the
choices, which does not seem to be a
Robinson’s concern. non pare essersi
minimamente curato.Disorienting !

www.sonar.es
www.sonar.es/2007/eng/multimedia
_cine.cfm
www.uipfrance.com/sites/zidane/

Horizon . Dir: Anouk de Clercq. M:
Ryoji Ikeda

www.cahiersducinema.com/article80
3.html

Luz Lenta . Dir: Dionis Escorza. M:
Kassian Troier

www.beastieboysmovie.com/

Arde Lo Que Será . Dir: Avelino Sala.
M: Gotan Project

www.cinematical.com/2006/01/21/s
undance-review-awesome-i-fukin-shot-that/

Little Flags . Dir: Jem Cohen. M: Fugazi
Decir la Verdad No Es la Verdad . Dir :
Dionis Escorza

www.tv3.cat/ptvcatalunya/cercamed
ies.jsp?c_paraula=S%F3nar+around+th
e+world

Foreing Policy . Dir: Lyn Löwenstein

www.derailroaded.com/

The End . Dir: Dan Moss

www.clubdevo.com/

Die Brücke . Dir: Carlos Llavata

www.tsujikawakoichiro.com/

Mass Hysteria . Dir: Zev Robinson. M:
Diego Dall Osto

www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcC7M
SBHBxA

Gimme the Mermaid . Dir: Negativland
& Tim Maloney

http://it.qoob.tv/
www.platformchina.org/

The Meeting . Dir: Carlos Llavata. M:
Bajic & Stojadinovic

www.semiconductorfilms.com/World
sInFluxDVD.html

Stong Sory . Dir: Laure Prouvost

www.zrdesign.co.uk/
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Link index
Kurt Hentschlager. Feed: Visible Space Collapse
http://www.hentschlager.info/
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photosensitive_epilepsy
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brain_waves
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Visual_perception
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Structural_film
http://www.fondationvasarely.fr/main.html?lang=fr
Synken: Audiovisual Transformations
HTTP://www.transforma.de
HTTP://www.synken.com
Sonarmatica 2007: Media Art And Fantasmagoria
Sonia Cillari: Body As Interface
http://www.soniacillari.net/isola-morphing.htm
http://www.soniacillari.net/box01.htm
http://www.soniacillari.net/e-motive.htm
http://www.soniacillari.net/wooing-disruption.htm
http://www.soniacillari.net/conscious-space.htm
http://www.soniacillari.net/
Sonar 2007: Electronic Music For The Masses
http://www.sonar.es
Sonar 2007, A Chat…to The Rhythm Of Music
Decoder Island On Second Life
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http://www.shake.it/profbadtrip.html
http://www.gomma.tv
http://www.decoder.it
http://www.idearium.org
http://www.leeander.com
Edoardo Kak: And So Artist Created Life
http://www.ekac.org/ornitorrincom.html#rcrobotanch
http://www.ekac.org/ornitorrincoM.html
http://www.ekac.org/Essay.html
http://www.ekac.org/
Light Bulb And Surreal Art
http://bea.st/
Challenge Of Networked Books: Gamer Theory
http://www.futureofthebook.org/mckenziewark/gamertheory/
http://www.futureofthebook.org/
Cultuur 2.0: Regarding Telematic Ecosystem
http://www.virtueelplatform.nl/cultuur2.0
http://andrewkeen.typepad.com
http://www.wethinkthebook.net
http://www.aftertv.com/
We No Longer Get Lost As It Happened In The Past
http://www.feltrinelli.it/SchedaLibro?id_volume=1741986
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Software Art Space. Software Art ?!?
http://www.softwareartspace.com
http://www.softwareartspace.com/
Ezio Cuoghi, High Education Of Brera 2
Mark Coniglio: Building Blocks Isadora
http://www.troikaranch.org/mark.html
http://www.troikaranch.org/
http://www.troikatronix.com/isadora.html
Sonarcinema 2007, Music For The Eyes
http://www.sonar.es/
http://www.sonar.es/2007/eng/multimedia_cine.cfm
http://www.uipfrance.com/sites/zidane/
http://www.cahiersducinema.com/article803.html
http://www.beastieboysmovie.com/
http://www.cinematical.com/2006/01/21/sundance-review-awesome-i-fucki
n-shot-that/
http://www.tv3.cat/ptvcatalunya/cercamedies.jsp?c_paraula=S%F3nar+aroun
d+the+world
http://www.derailroaded.com/
http://www.clubdevo.com/
http://www.tsujikawakoichiro.com/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wcC7MSBHBxA
http://it.qoob.tv/
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http://www.platformchina.org/
http://www.semiconductorfilms.com/WorldsInFluxDVD.html
http://www.zrdesign.co.uk/
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